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This handbook provides a complete documentation of the computerized
and graphical procedures for estimating toxic fuel hazards at Kennedy Space
Center that were developed under two concurrent contracts (Contracts Nos. NAS8-
21453 and NAS8-30503). A detailed description of the generalized diffusion models
and the meteorological data used to develop these procedures is given in the Final
Report under Contract NAS8-30503 (Record, et al., 1970). The procedures out-
lined in this handbook for estimating toxic fuelhazards are applicable both to
planning and research studies and to real-time operational problems. Because
the methodology is new and the requisite input information with respect to source
parameters and meteorological parameters is at present only partiallycomplete,
it is expected that the contents of the handbook will be revised as new information
becomes available and experience is gained in the prediction of toxic fuel hazards.
1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE HANDBOOK
The main body of the handbook contains five major topical sections. Section
2, following this Introduction, contains the generalized diffusion model equations
used in the KSC mnlti-layer construct. This construct forms the basic framework
for calculating concentration, dosage, and deposition fields associated with the
emission of toxic materials from _ormal and abnormal launches, vehicle destructs,
fuel leaks and spills, and other operations at Kennedy Space Center. Section 3 con-
tains a description of the multi-layer construct and lists the mathematical formulas
for the various diffusion models used in the construct. The organization of the
computer program for the multi-layer construct and the requisite meteorological
and source inputs are outlined in Section 4. Graphical procedures for estimating
ground-level concentrations and dosages for various release modes of toxic fuel
materials are described in Section 5.
There are six appendices to the handbook. Appendix A contains the user's
instructions for the computer program. A complete listing of the computer program
is contained in Appendix B and the flow chart for the computer program is presented
in Appendix C. Sample output of the program is shown in Appendix D. Appendix E
contains completely worked example cases illustrating the application of the com-
puter program to toxic fuel hazard problems. Appendix F explains the use of homo-
grams for estimating certain meteorological inputs to the computer program.
SECTION2
GENERALIZED CONCENTRATIONAND DOSAGEMODELS
The generalized concentration anddosagemodels given beloware
described in detail in Section 1 of the Final Report under Contract No. NAS8-30503
(Record, et al_.:, 1970). The generalized models are presented here because they
form the basis of the computerized multi-layer diffusion model, developed for
use in estimating toxic fuel hazards at Kennedy Space Center, which is described
in the following sections of this report. The form of the generalized models is
similar to that of the Gaussian plume equations given by Pasquill (1962, p. 190).
However, additional terms have been added to account for the effects of mesoscale
factors, such as the depth of the surface mixing layer, vertical wind shear and
precipitation scavenging. The equations also contain provision for variations in
source dimensions, source emission time, and in meteorological structure along
the downwind cloud trajectory. Subsets of equations are available for calculating
the buoyant rise of material caused by the generation of heat during the emission
process and surface deposition due to the gravitational settling of heavy particles
or _iroplets.
The generalized models are given first for nearly instantaneous releases
in which the cloud of toxic material is detached from the source after a few
seconds or, at the most, a few minutes. This condition is typical of normal and
abnormal launches, hot spills, and vehicle destruct situations. Adaptation of the
generalized model to continuous source emission, which occurs with cold fuel
spills and fuel leaks, is outlined at the end of this section.
2.1 GENERALIZED CONCENTRATION MODEL
The generalized concentration model is expressed as the product of five
modular terms:
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Concentration -- {Peak Concentration Term} x {Alongwind Term} x
(Lateral Term} x (Vertical Term} x (Depletion Term}
The mathematical formulas given below for the various terms are written accord-
ing to conventional usage. Specifically, the concentration model is referred to
a Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at x = 0, y = 0 and z = H, where H
is the effective height of the source. The direction of x is along the mean azimuth
wind direction, y is normal to the mean wind direction in the plane of the horizon,
and z is directed vertically with z - 0 at ground level. The distribution of con-
centration along each of the three coordinate axes is assumed to be Gaussian.
None of the above assumptions is required. The model equations are easily
transformed to a polar coordinate system or other systems, and other distribution
functions may be substituted for the Gaussian function.
The Peak Concentration Term refers to the concentration at the point






Q = source strength
a = standard deviation of the alongwind concentration distribution
x
a = standard deviation of the crosswind concentration distribution
Y
a = standard deviation of the vertical concentration distribution
Z




t = time of cloud travel
The Lateral Term is defined by the expression
(2-3)
Vertical Term is given by the expression
E l Eexp _'_z/J + exp _k-_z / j i=1 exp _\ _z +






height of the top of the mixing layer
The multiple reflection terms following the summation sign stop the vertical
cloud growth at the top of the mixing layer and change the form of the vertical
concentration distribution from Gaussian to rectangular.
The Depletion Term refers to the loss of material by simple decay
processes, precipitation scavenging, or gravitational settling. The form of the
Depletion Term for each of these processes is:




(Precipitation Scavenging) exp [-At] (2-6)
(Gravitational Settling)
I_ 1/H-(V_ _zzsx/F)/2] + exp[_ l/2Hm-H__+z(VsX/_)/21 (2-7)
k = decay coefficient or fraction of material lost per unit time
t = time
A = washout coefficient or fraction of material removed by
scavenging per unit time
V = settling velocity
S
When Equation (2-7) is used for the Depletion Term, the Vertical Term given by
Equation (2-4) is set equal to unity. This causes the cloud axis to be inclined
downward at the angle tan -1 (Vs/_) with respect to the horizon, following
W. Schmidt's sedimentation hypothesis (see Pasquill, 1962, p. 226); material
that deposits on the ground surface is retained and not reflected. The vertical
growth of the cloud is stopped at the top of the mixing layer and reflected toward
the ground by the second exponential term in Equation (2-7}. The depletion by
gravitational settling of material containing a size distribution is calculated by
partitioning the distribution into various settling-velocity categories, solving
Equation (2-7) for each settling velocity, and superposing the solutions.
2.2 GENERALIZED DOSAGE MODEL
The generalized dosage model is similar in form to the generalized
concentration model and is defined by the product of four modular terms:









q = source strength
= mean wind speed
= standard deviation of the crosswind dosage distribution
Y
= standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution
Z
(2-8)
The remaining terms in the generalized dosage model are defined in the same
manner as the corresponding terms for the generalized concentration model
which are given by Equations (2-3), (2-4), (2-5), (2-6) and (2-7).
2.3 SUBSET OF EQUATIONS FOR _, _ and
Y Z X
The following subset of equations is used to define the distance dependence
of the standard deviations of the crosswind, vertical and alongwind distributions








= standard deviation of the azimuth wind angle in radians at
height H for the release time v












= standard deviation of the crosswind distribution at the source
= lateral diffusion coefficient of the order of unity
= azimuth wind direction shear in radians within the layer
containing the cloud
standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in radians
at height H
= virtual distance
/ _zo )l/flx 7--
r_a E x r
cY
ZO
= standard deviation of the vertical distribution at the source






x L\ 4.3 / + Crxo (2-11)
= along-wind cloud length when the center of the cloud is at
distance x from the source
0.28 (Au) (x)
fi
= wind speed shear within the layer containing the cloud
= standard deviation of the alongwind distributionat the
source
In Equation (2-9) above, a_ is expressed as a function of the release time v.
Values of a_ for nearly instantaneous releases are difficult to measure directly,
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but can be calculated from the following semi-empirical relationship (Cramer,
et al., 1964):
, , (2-12)
where T° is -< 10 minutes. _ae standard deviation of the wind elevation angle
_E' is assumed independent of the release time T because of the relatively narrow
frequency range in the power spectrum of the vertical wind velocity component
that contains significant amounts of turbulent energy. This assumption is gen-
erally valid at heights _< 100 meters above the ground surface. In the presence
of large convective cells and at heights of the order of 1 kilometer, the assump-
tion that _ is independent of r likely does not hold. However, the effect on the
accuracy of ground-level concentration and dosage estimates is thought to be
slight.
The source dimensions _xo' °'yo' Gzo in the above subset refer to a
stabilized cloud or plume that has just reached equilibrium with ambient atmos-
pheric conditions following the completion of the emission phase. These source
dimensions are best estimated from direct measurements or observations. The
virtual distances x x are used to adjust the lateral and vertical terms of the
y' z
generalized models for the initial source dimensions _ and G Two virtual
yo zo"
distances are employed to facilitatethe treatment of asymmetrical sources where
_yo _ _zo" The height of the stabilized cloud above ground level, when the
emission mode is accompanied by the release of significant amounts of thermal
energy, must be estimated from observations or by means of a mathematical
formula for buoyant plume rise such as that given in Section 4.3 below.
2.4 MODEL FORMULAS FOR GROUND DEPOSITION CAUSED BY
PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING AND GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING
The total amount of material deposited on the ground surface by precipi-
tation scavenging, at some distance x, is given by the expression
(2-13)
where t I is the time at which the precipitation begins. The principal assumptions
made in deriving the above expression are:
The rate of precipitation is steady over an area that
is large compared to the horizontal dimension of the
cloud of toxic material
The precipitation originates at a level above the top
of the toxic cloud so that hydrometeors pass vertically
through the entire cloud
The time duration of the precipitation is sufficiently
long so that the entire alongwind length of the toxic
cloud passes over the point x
Engelmann (see Slade, 1968, pp. 208-221) discusses the general problem of calcula-
ting the amount of material ,removed by precipitation scavenging and recommends
values of the coefficient A that may be combined with precipitation rates to obtain
estimates of total surface deposition.
The total deposition due to the gravitational settling of heavy particles or
droplets with settling velocity Vs, at a downwind distance x from the source and on








After the integration and differentiation are performed, the above expression
becomes
lI/ x)/xz][/vx/]X+Xz
2_"% t _z (X+Xz) exp _ %
4-
[ _ (2Hm-H) -! ix (+xz_Z))Vs(x+Xz)/U I
exp
(2-15)
2.5 ADAPTATION OF THE GENERALIZED MODELS TO CONTINUOUS
SOURCE EMISSION
The generalized concentration and dosage models respectively discussed
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above are applicable to cases in which the source is nearly-
instantaneous. Treatment of cold spills and fuel leaks that occur near ground level
requires that these models be adapted for use in predicting concentrations downwind
from continuous sources.
The generalized concentration model for continuous source emission is
given by the product of four terms
Concentration = {Peak ConcentraUon} x {Lateral Term}
x {Vertical Term} x {Depletion Term}
The Peak Concentration Term is given by the expression
Q











source strength in units of total mass released per unit time
mean wind speed at the effective source height
standard deviation of the crosswind concentration distribution
standard deviation of the vertical concentration distribution
The Lateral Term, Vertical Term and the subset of equations defining
and _ are respectively given by Equations (2-3), (2-4), (2-9) and (2-10). The
y z
Depletion Term is given by Equations (2-5, (2-6) and (2-7), depending on the
depletion mechanism. The expression for the Peak Concentration Term given
by Equation (2-16) is very similar to the Peak Dosage Term in Equation (2-8)




3.1 THE MULTI-LAYER CONCEPT
The meteorological structure at Kennedy Space Center between ground
level and 5 kilometers, the top of the reference air volume for hazard estimation, is
usually comprised of several layers with distinctive wind, temperature and
humidity fields (Record, et al.__., 1970). A typical daytime vertical profile at KSC
shows an easterly sea-breeze circulation in the surface layer, a transition zone,
and a regime of westerly winds at the top of the reference volume. Large hori-
zontal spatial variations in wind regimes also occur in the surface layer, usually
as a consequence of the land-water interface.
If the generalized diffusion models described in Section 2 are to be of
practical use in hazard estimation at KSC, a way must be found to adapt them to
the vertical and horizontal variations in meteorological structure that typically
occur in the reference air volume. The vertical stratification problem in the
reference volume is handled by applying the models to individual layers in which
the meteorological structure is reasonably homogenous. Layer boundaries are
placed arbitrarily at the points of major discontinuities in the vertical profiles of
wind, temperature, and humidity. For simplicity, it is assumed that there is no
°
flux of material across layer boundaries due to turbulent mixing. Provision is
made, however, for the flux of material across layer boundaries as a result of
gravitational settling or precipitation scavenging.
Step changes in the meteorological structure of layers, at some arbitrary
time or downwind distance from the point of release, are accommodated by stop-
ping the transport and diffusion processes in the layers affected by the change in
structure, calculating new sets of initial source and meteorological model input
parameters, and re-starting the transport and diffusion process with the new inputs.
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Two geometries are involved in the multi-layer concepts outlined above.
The first is the layer geometry used with the Cartesian coordinate system of the
generalized models in which the x-axis is along the mean wind direction in the
layer. The second geometry refers to a basic reference grid for the area
surrounding KSC that is referred to fixed spatial coordinates. Transformation
equations that relate the two geometries are easily written.
The above concepts have been used to develop a multi-layer construct,
based on the generalized diffusion models, for application to the toxic fuel
hazard problem at KSC. Mathematical specifications for the various layer models
used in the KSC multi-layer construct are given below. These specifications pro-
vide the foundation for the computer programs that constitute the principal methods
for estimating toxic fuel hazards at KSC. The seven layer models first described
refer principally to the transport, dispersal, and depletion of toxic material
formed as the result of normal and abnormal launches, vehicle destruct, and hot
fuel spills. The use of the multi-layer diffusion program for estimating concen-
tration fields downwind from cold fuel spills and surface fuel leaks is described
at the end of the section.
3.2 MODEL 1
In this layer model, the source extends vertically through the entire
layer and turbulent mixing is occurring. It is assumed that the vertical distri-
bution of toxic material is uniform with height and that the distributions of toxic
material along the x- and y-layer coordinates are Gaussian.
3.2.1 Dosage Equation for Model 1
The dosage equation for Model 1 in the K th layer is
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In the above expression
QK = source strength in units of mass per unit layer depth
(3-1)
The quantity _ t ZKt in Equation (3-1) is the mean wind speed
in meters per second at the height z K for which the dosage is to be estimated.





= mean wind speed measured at the reference height z R
= power-law exponent for the wind speed profile in the
surface layer
:,o=t /
= mean wind speed at the top of the surface layer ZTK IK=lf
For layers above the surface layer (K > 1),
_lz_,_t = %_+ _ z_/
where
_TK = mean wind speed at the top of the layer ZTK






The standard deviation of the crosswind dosage distribution
is defined by the expression
_YK = 'KIRK1Xr/ Xr y ) L 4_3 'J (3--4)
aAK I_'K t = mean layer standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle
in radians for the cloud stabilization time r K




= standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in radians
at height z R and for the cloud stabilization time T K
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(3-5)
aAR{ToK } = standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees
at height zR and for the reference time period ToK
m = power-law exponent for the vertical profile of the standard






= standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in
degrees at the top of the surface layer ZTK for
the reference time period _oK




= standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees
at the top of the layer for the reference time period ToK
(.'rK _.
°rABK {ToKI = standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees







= downwind distance from the source
= crosswind distance from the axis of the cloud
= crosswind virtual distance
= X
r
= standard deviation of the lateral source dimension in
the layer
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= lateral diffusion coefficient in the layer
= vertical wind direction shear in the layer
eTK = mean wind direction in degrees at the top of the layer
_BK = mean wind direction in degrees at the base of the layer
3.2.2 Concentration Equation for Model 1
The concentration equation for Model 1 in the Kth layer is
given by the expression
where




= (IiTK + fiBK)/2
= time after cloud stabilization
= standard deviation of the alongwind concentration
distribution in the layer
(3-8)
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; A_ K -> 0
_0; _K-
(3-9)
A_ K = vertical wind speed shear in the layer
_xo tK t = standard deviation of the alongwind source dimension
in the layer
The above equation for LtXK_ is based on results reported by Tyldesley and
Wallington (1965) who analyzed ground-level concentration measurements made
at distances of 5 to 120 kilometers downwind from instantaneous line-source
releases.
The peak concentration )_PK at distance x K and at an arbi-
trary distance YK _ 0 from the cloud centerline is given by
_ {x.y_._--x_/%_- (3-10)
Similarly, the maximum peak concentration XMPK at distance x K on the cloud
centerline YK = 0 is given by the equivalent expressions
19







Layer model 2 refers to the same source configuration as Model 1 in
which the source extends vertically through the entire depth of the layer and the
distribution of toxic material is uniform with height. In Model 2, however, it
is assumed that no turbulent mixing is occurring. Consequently, there is no
dilution of the cloud due to turbulent expansion. The dosage and concentration
equations for Model 2 are given by Equations (3-1) and (3-7), respectively, with
the following substitutions:
3.4 MODEL 3
This layer model differs from Models 1 and 2 in that the vertical extent
of the source is less than the depth of the layer. The model equation thus contains
vertical expansion terms.
2O
3.4.1 Dosage E_uation for Model 3
by the expression
The dosage equation for Model 3 in the K th layer is given
DKt xK, YK, ZBK < ZK< ZTK _
QK
+ exp






QK = source strength or total mass of material in the layer
HK = effective source height or height of the centroid of the
stabilized cloud
qzK = standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution
in the layer
The remaining terms are the same as those in Equation (3-1) for Model 1.
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The standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution







= mean standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in
radians for the layer
= vertical virtual distance in the layer
= vertical diffusion coefficient in the layer
(3-16)





= standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees at
the height z R
= power-law exponent for the vertical profile of the standard
deviation of the wind elevation angle in the surface layer
log I"_E
_ --a_TK]K=I t = standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees at
the top of the surface layer






-- standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the top of the layer
= standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the base of the layer
The vertical virtual distance XzK is given by the expression
XzK = x r
where
azo {K } = standard deviation of the source vertical dosage distribution
3.4.2 Concentration Equation for Model 3
The concentration equation for Model 3 is the same as that
for Model 1 which is given by Equation (3-7) in Section 3.2.2. Equations (3-10)
and (3-11) in Section 3.2.2 also give the peak concentration and maximum peak
concentration for Model 3. The Model 1 formula for maximum peak concentration
given by Equation (3-12) does not apply to Model" 3 because no provision is made
for the vertical terms.
3.5 MODEL 4
In this layer model, a simple step change in layer structure is assumed
to occur at a predetermined time t* subsequent to the generation of the cloud at
the source. Model 4 is applied in the calculation of dosage and concentration
fields after time t* under the following assumptions:
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Theboundarybetweenadjacentlayers is eliminated
and the layers are replaced by a single layer L
Turbulent mixing is occurring in layer L
The cloud is fully adjusted to the newmeteorological
structure in layer L
Reflection occurs at the upper andlower boundaries
of L
Under theseassumptions, the contribution to the dosageand concentration fields
in layer L from the source in the Kth layer canbe expressedas a simple box
model formula. The total contribution to a receptor position in layer L is found
by summingthe contribution from all K layers.
3.5. I Dosage Equation for Model 4
The dosage equation for Model 4 for the contribution from the
cloud in the K th layer to the receptor position in the layer L is
DLK tXL' YL' ZL t
QK (ZTK- ZBK)
tz,t )
In the above expression
QK = source strength in units of mass per unit layer depth
(g m -1) for the source in the layer K
(3-19)
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In Model 4 the quantity 0{ZL} is the mean wind speed in
meters per second at the height z L for which the dosage is to be estimated. If




_ {ZL, L=I _
= mean wind speed at the reference height z R in the new
surface layer L
= power-law exponent for the wind speed profile in the
surface layer (L = 1)
(3-20)
UTL{L=I} = mean wind at the top of the surface layer ZTL{L=I }





= mean wind speed at the top of the layer ZTL
= mean wind speed at the base of the layer ZBL
(3-21)














position of the receptor with respect to the origin of the
reference coordinate system
coordinates of the cloud centroid in the K th layer at time




coordinates of the real source in the K th layer with respect
to the origin of the reference coordinate system
fiK t*
(o,+ _,.)(_/_oo)
mean wind direction in degrees at the top of the layer ZTL
mean wind direction in degrees at the base of the layer ZBL
(0_._) (_/_oo)
_yLK
The standard deviation of the crosswind dosage distribution
in the L th layer is defined by the expression
Or
yLK I°_t,_t (x_÷x;_J_1 + (3-23)
where
mean layer standard deviation of the wind azimuth
angle in radians for the effective cloud stabilization
time vL
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In the surface layer (L = 1),
ffXLfm'L,L= i} =
a/_RL(rL} [(ZTL(L=I}_ nL+l - (ZR)mL+l ]
(ZT -
where
_XRL{rL} = standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in
radiansat height z R and for time _'L
(3-24)
1/5
= _ARL ('°L} r---oL 1-_
m L
= standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in
degrees at height z R and for the reference time
period r
oL
power-law exponent for the vertical profile of the
standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in the
surface layer L = 1
_XTL( TL ,L=I } r L i/5
: aATL(TOL, L=I}
qTL{ToL ,L=I} = standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in degrees
at the top of the surface layer ZTL for the reference
time period r
oL





standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in




standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle in
degrees at the base of the layer for the reference
time ToL
the expression
The wind direction shear in radians in the layer is given by
The crosswind virtual distance in the L th layer due to
source (cloud) originating in the K th layer is given by the equation
_* 11//aL
x* x yKL
yKL = r \(TAL I VLl Xr
where
= crosswind source dimension in layer L due to source
(cloud) originating in the K th layer
11/2= [(a_K)2 sin2 ( 0'-K eL')l + [(Cr*yix._2 cos2(OK, _0_)1
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O'*xK= alongwind standard deviation of the dosage distribution
in the K th layer at time t*
°_K = crosswind standard deviation of the dosage distribution
in the Kth layer at time t*
a L = lateral diffusion coefficient in the layer
The downwind distance from the point where the change in
layer structure occurs for the source (cloud) in the Kth layer to the point where
the dosage is to be calculated, XL, is given by the expression
xL = -(xj- xsK)sin 8L -(yj- YsK)c°s e_ (3-26)
3.5.2 Concentration Equation for Model 4
expression
The concentration equation for Model 4 is given by the
where




E L = mean wind speed in the layer
(3-27)
-.
uL{L>I} = (UTL+UBL)I 2
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axL K = standard deviation of the cloud along'wind concentration
distribution in layer
4.3 (x L)]1j2




; Aft L -> 0
; &_L _ 0
(3-28)
A_ L = vertical wind speed shear in the layer
Aft L {L=I} = fiTL{L=I}- URL
AOL(L>I} = fiTL-fiBL
a* = alongwind source dimension in layer L due to source
xKL (cloud) originating in the K th layer
distance YL
The peak concentration XPL at distance x L
0 from the cloud centerline is given by
and at an arbitrary





and the maximum peak concentration XMp L at distance x L on the centerline
YL = 0 by the expression









The use of Model 4 above does not permit estimation of the dosage and
concentration fields in the transition period between the time t* and the time at
which material originating in the Kth layer becomes rectangularly distributed in
the vertical throughout the layer L. Layer Model 5 contains vertical terms
which permit estimation of the dosage and concentration fields in and after the
transition period. The same assumptions applied in deriving Model 4 are used
in deriving Model 5 with the exception that the cloud need not be fully adjusted to
the new meteorological structure in layer L. However, the cloud in the K th
layer must be uniformly distributed in the vertical prior to time t*.
3.6. 1 Dosage Equation for Model 5
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+ erf 2,(_ _z__2z_.z_+z_]7J
(3-31)
+ erf v/_-- zLK
erf :-2i(z TL-ZBL)+2ZBL-Z BK- ZL_
+ erf
2i (z TL- z BL)-2z BL+Z TK+Z L_ll
= standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution in
azLK the layer for the source (cloud) originating in the K th layer
The remaining terms are the same as those in Equation (3-19) for Model 4.
The standard deviation of the vertical dosage distribution is
defined by the expression
where
azL K ( rlL, XLaEL Xr
mean standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in
radians for the layer
vertical diffusion coefficient in the layer




In the surface layer (L = 1),
{r_ L{L=-I } -
aERL [(z TL {L=I} )qL+l - (ZR) qL+_





= standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees
at the reference height z R
= power-law exponent for the vertical profile of the standard
deviation of the wind elevation angle in the surface layer
o'ETL(L=I } =
log (_aETL{L=I}_ I log _ZTL_L=I}._
\ / / \ /
standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees at
the top of the layer ZTL
Above the surface layer (L>I),
(3-34)
where
aET L = standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees at
the top of layer ZTL
aEB L = standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in degrees at
the base of the layer ZBL
The multiple reflection terms following the summation signs in Equation (3-31)
simulate reflection of the cloud at the top and base of layer L.
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3.6.2 Concentration Equation
The concentration equation for Model 5 is the same as that
for Model 4 given by Equation (3-27). The peak concentration and maximum peak
concentration respectively given by Equations (3-29) and (3-30) also apply to
Model 5.
3.7 MODEL 6
This model is used to calculate the amount of material deposited on
the surface by precipitation scavenging in the K th layer. The assumptions made
in deriving the model are stated in Section 2.4. The ground-level deposition
WD K due to precipitation scavenging, for the case in which the vertical distri-
bution of toxic material in the layer is uniform with height (Models 1 and 2), is
given by the expression






t 1 = time precipitation begins
A = percent of material removed per unit time
For the case in which the vertical extent of the source is less than




When changes in layer structure occur at time t*, the ground deposition
WD L due to precipitation scavenging in the Lth layer is given by the expression
WDL {xL, YL, z=O }
AO'K(ZTL-Z--BL) lexpl-i _ YL _2l I
The above equations give the contribution to total deposition at the
ground from precipitation scavenging in the Kth or Lth layer. Total ground
deposition is obtained by summing the contributions from all layers through
which precipitation is falling at points on the reference grid coordinate system.
The height of the top of the uppermost layer through which precipitation is
falling Zli m must be supplied as an input to the computer program, the height
Zlim must correspond to the height of one of the layers selected for the dosage
or concentration calculations.
The dosage or concentration at a point in space, assuming precipita-
tion scavenging occurs, is obtained by multiplying the appropriate dosage or
concentration equation by the exponential term in Equation (3-35) or (3-36)
containing the coefficient A.
(3-36)
3.8 MODEL 7
This model is used to calculate the ground deposition due to gravita-
tional settling. The basic source configuration is an area source of finite lateral
extent and unit vertical extent. Other source configurations are treated by
summing the deposition at the ground resulting from a number of basic sources
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arranged to simulate the desired configuration. The model is essentially a
tilted plume model in which the effects of wind shear are taken into account.
The axis of a particle or droplet cloud of a given settling velocity intersects
the ground plane at a distance from the source and at an angle from the mean
surface wind direction that are proportional to the total angular wind shear and
the residence time of the settling material in the layers between the source and
the ground surface. In any layer the inclination of the cloud axis from the hori-
zontal is given by tan -1 Vs/5, where V s is the particle or droplet settling
velocity and 5 is the mean transport wind speed in the layer. In all cases,
material released in the K th layer and dispersed upwards by turbulence is
assumed to be reflected downwards at the interface of the Kth and (K + 1) th
layers. The basic model is used to calculate the ground-level deposition pattern
for a single value of the settling velocity. The total deposition pattern is obtained
by summing the results for all settling velocities representative of the particle
or droplet size distribution of the released material on a reference coordinate
grid system.
In the computer program, provision is made for calculating deposition
from a source which fills the layer in the vertical and for a source in which the
vertical extent is less than the depth of the layer. These models are described
below.
3.8.1 Gravitational Deposition Model for a Source that Extends
Vertically through Entire Layer
Ground-level deposition l_y gravitational settling for a
source that extends vertically through the entire layer and in which the material
is uniformly distributed in the vertical is calculated from the following expression












fraction of particles or droplets with settling _elocity V
s
source emission rate in layer K
source emission time in layer K
number of elementary sources in layer K for simulating





lateral distance from the deposition axis of particles or




radialdistance in the horizontal plane from the source to
a receptor
angle between the axis of the ground-level deposition pattern




The terms MnK and NnK are vertical terms that include provision for reflection
from the boundary between the Kth and (K + 1)th layers. These terms are
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The quantity UHK is the mean layer wind speed between the
height HK and the base of the Kth layer. The following expressions define the
mean layer wind speeds in the surface layer (K = 1) and the layers above the
surface layer (K > 1):
UHK (K>I} = ZTK ZBK - +
The mean standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in





EnK HnK nK (K:I + °_Ei (ZTi- ZBi
L i=2
÷
360 L\ ZTK ZBK /
(3-43)
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The vertical diffusion coefficient in the layer between HnK
and the base of the K th layer is given by the terms
flK{K=I} = _K (3 -44)
z ,l
4-
The standard deviation of the crosswind distribution of
material downwind from the source, _ynK' is given by the expression
2
D
¢rynK = II_A'nK (Xr)(Xs+XyKxr /aK 1 +I/x KI2IY
1/2
where
a' = mean standard deviation of the wind azimuth angle inAnK




aAR [(HnK{K=I}) l+m- (ZR) l+m]











= lateral virtualdistance in the layer
X
r \_AnK Xr /
AY K =
Hn K
The mean lateral diffusion coefficient in the layer between
HnK and the surface is given by the terms
(3-47)
_K(K>I)- HnK i=1 ai (ZTi-ZBi)]
(3-48)
The number of elementary sources _K required to simulate
a uniformly distributed source in the vertical is given by the expression
_K = (ZTK - ZBK )/AhK (3-49)
where
Ah K = vertical separation of elemental area sources in the Kth
layer
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(2 2 lJ2(v)lJ2u = R EH XHK + YHK 1+
R = a constant value depending on the accuracy desired in
simulating a vertical line source configuration. A value
of R = 0.45 yields deposition estimates that are within
10 percent of the true value
, = , with Hn K 1 ( )
_EH CrEnK = _ ZTK- ZBK + ZBK
1
XHK = XnKwithHnK = _ (ZTK- ZBK) + ZBK
1
YHK = YnKWith HnK = _ (ZTK- ZBK) + ZBK
I
UHK = rinK with HnK - 3 (ZTK- ZBK) + ZBK
The angle between the axis of the ground-level deposition
,,
pattern and the radial connecting source and receptor for settling velocity V is
s
defined by the expression
_= Io_-_°÷ °__ I (o_,_o)
_ I_0_ o_l_ (_0_,_o0)
(3-5o)
where
01 = mean wind direction at the reference height zR
0 R = angle between north and a line connecting source and
receptor
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3.8.2 Gravitational Deposition Model for a Volume Source in
the K m Layer
For a volume source at height HSK in the Kth layer, the
ground-level deposition from gravitational settling is given by the expression
DEPsK _ fi QSK MSK + NSK exp _ %SK/]
2 _ %SK
(3-5z)
where the subscript SK indicates that the parameters refer to a single source in
the K th layer. The subset of equations which define the SK subscripted para-
meters is the same as the subset defining the terms in Equation (3-37) except
the following substitution is made for the term x appearing in Equations (3-38)
and (3-39):
x s = RSK cos ¢SK + XzSK (3-52)
where
Xzs K = the vertical virtual distance for the volume source
%o(SK}
= Xr or' x rESK
aESK- mean standard deviation of the wind elevation angle in the
layer between HSK and the ground
_zo[SK} = vertical source dimension of the volume source
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In using Equation (3-51), depositionpatterns from all values of VSKrepresenta-
tive of the particle or droplet size distribution of the volume source are summed
on a reference coordinate system to obtain the total depositionpattern.
3.9 USEOF THE MULTI-LAYER CONSTRUCTFORCOLDSPILLS
AND FUEL LEAKS IN THE SURFACELAYER
Themulti-layer construct canbe used, through adaptationof model inputs,
to estimate concentrationfields downwindfrom cold spills at the surface andfuel
leaks near ground-level. As mentionedin Section 2.5 above, the concentration
model for continuoussource emission is similar in form to the dosagemodel for
instantaneoussources. In the computer program, Model 3 described in Section3.3
abovecan thus be usedas a concentration model for surface spills andleaks if
proper adjustmentsare madein values of the input parameters. Theadjustments
include the requirement that aA, _E and _ be specified at source height. Also, the
reference value of crA must be adjusted to an averaging time _. The averaging time
T will usually be either the source emission time, or a period for which toxicity
levels have been established. The requisite adjustments in meteorological and
source input parameters when Model 3 is used to calculate concentration fields down-
wind from cold spills and fuel leaks are described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3.2 below.
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SECTION 4
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE KSC
MULTI-LAYER DIFFUSION MODEL
The equations for the multi-layer construct given in Section 3 have been
programmed for machine calculations. This section describes the general organ-
ization of the program as well as the meteorological and source inputs required
for various types of toxic fuel hazard problems. As explained below, the pri-
mary emphasis has been placed on machine calculations of toxic fuel hazards
arising from normal and abnormal launches and vehicle destructs in a reference
volume that extends vertically from the earth's surface to a height of 5 kilometers
and extends laterally to maximum distances of the order of 100 kilometers from
Kennedy Space Center. At present, calculations of the hazard arising from cold
surface spills and fuel leaks are made in the program by using the dosage form
of the multi-layer model for a volume source. While this procedure gives the
appropriate estimates of ground-level concentrations, certain alterations in the
source and meteorological inputs are required. For future use, it would probably
be desirable to modify the program so that the cold-spill and fuel-leak calculations
can be made directly as a program option. There was not time to accomplish this
under the present contract.
4.1 ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
The computer program for the KSC multi-layer diffusion model is written
in FORTRAN V and has been run on the UNIVAC 1108 machine at the University
of Utah _mputer Center. The program contains 22 subroutines, including the
main driver, and requires 3328010 executable case locations.
Figure 4-1 shows in block diagram form the seven diffusion models and





CONCENTRATION, DOSAGE, AND DEPOSITION MODELS
1. SOURCE EXTENDS VERTICALLY THROUGH ENTIRE DEPTH OF
LAYER AND TURBULENT MIXING IS OCCURRING
2. SOURCE EXTENDS VERTICALLY THROUGH ENTIRE DEPTH OF
LAYER AND TURBULENT MIXING IS NOT OCCURRING
3. SOURCE DOES NOT EXTEND VERTICALLY THROUGH ENTIRE
DEPTH OF LAYER
4. BOX MODEL FOR STEP-CHANGE IN LAYER STRUCTURE
5. FULL TRANSITION MODEL FOR STEP-CHANGE IN LAYER
S TRUC TURE
6. DEPOSITION DUE TO PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING
7. DEPOSITION DUE TO GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING
SE CTION i
CALCULATES DOSAGE AND CONCEN-
TRATION PATTERNS, CLOUD HALF-
WIDTHS, AND SURFACE DEPOSITION
DUE TO PRECIPITATION SCAVENG-






MODELS I, 2, 3,
A_
SECTION 5






OF DOSAGE AND CONCEN-
TRATION IN THE y-z PLANE:
MODELS I, 2, 3
SECTION 3
CALCULATES ISOPLETHS OF DOSAGE
AND CONCENTRATION IN THE x-y
PLANE: MODELS 1, 2, 3
FIGURE 4-1. Block diagram of the computer program for the KSC multi-layer
diffusion model.
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calculations of concentration and dosage at selected points referenced to a three-
dimensional coordinate system. The origin of this system can be located at any
convenient point in the ground plane and either Cartesian or polar coordinates
may be used. If Cartesian coordinates are employed, the positive y-axis is
directed toward true north and the positive x-axis is directed toward east. In
the polar coordinate system, north is 0 degrees and east is 90 degrees. The
maximum number of receptor locations that can be specified in the ground plane
is 10,000. Additionally, a maximum of 100 receptor locations may be specified
along the vertical above each receptor point in the ground plane. Section 1 of
the program also contains transformation equations that relate the cloud-layer
geometry, which is referenced to the layer mean wind direction, to the ground-
plane reference grid. As shown in Figure 4-1, Logic Section 1 uses Models 1
through 6 to calculate layer concentration and dosage patterns, surface deposition
due to washout or precipitation scavenging, and cloud half-widths.
Section 2 of the computer program contains the logic for calculating
maximum concentrations and peak dosages for Models 1, 2 and 3. The logic
required to calculate concentration and dosage isopleths for Models 1, 2 and 3
is in Sections 3 and 4 of the program; Section 3 refers to isopleths in the x-y
plane while Section 4 refers to isopleths in the y-z plane. Logic Sections 1
through 4 can be combined, if desired, in a single execution. The logic in
Section 5 provides for calculations of surface deposition due to gravitational
settling from Model 7. The deposition is calculated at the receptor locations
specified for the ground-plane reference grid mentioned above.
A detailed explanation of the operation of the computer program is given
in Appendix A and a complete program listing is given in Appendix B. "Ihe pro-
gram flow chart is contained in Appendix C. A sample problem including input
card formats and a listing of the program output is given in Appendix D. Appendix
E contains example program calculations of toxic fuel hazards arising from nor-
real launch, vehicle destruct, and a surface cold spill. Assembly time for the
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program is 30 seconds and the maximum run time experienced for the example
calculations described in Section 6 is 3.5 minutes.
4.2 ME TEOROLOGICAL INPUTS
4.2.1 Multi-Layer Construct
Meteorological inputs for the multi-layer construct are
listed in Table 4-1. Selection of meteorological inputs begins with the assign-
ment of layer boundaries based on the vertical profiles of wind, temperature,
and humidity within this volume. The vertical profiles used to determine layer
boundaries may be either observed or forecast, and should be representative of
the structure within a reference volume. Except for the cold spill and fuel-leak
problems, the reference volume at Kennedy Space Center extends to a height of
5 kilometers and extends horizontally to a maximum distance of about 100 kilo-
meters. Spatial or temporal variations in structure within the volume may be
accommodated by step changes in model inputs, as explained in Sections 3.5
and 3.6. Layer boundaries are assigned principally on the basis of KSC radio-
sonde, Jimsphere, and 150-meter tower data. Vertical profiles of wind speed,
wind direction, temperature, and dewpoint are inspected for major discontinuities,
and layer boundaries are assigned to isolate regions of different thermal stability
and wind shear. It should be noted that the assignment of layer boundaries
removes the necessity for specifying the depth of the mixing layer H as a
m
separate model input. When a ground-based temperature inversion exists, the
top of the surface layer is assumed to coincide with the top of the inversion. The
procedure for subdividing the atmosphere into layers is illustrated in Appendix E
of this report and in Section 3 of the Final Report under Contract No. NAS8-30503
(Record, et al__., 1970). After the layer boundaries have been specified, values of
wind speed, wind direction and potential temperature are assigned at the top and
bottom of each layer, and at a reference height within the surface layer. The
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TABLE 4-1






Standard deviation of wind azimuth angle in degrees at
zR for reference time ToR
Standard deviation of wind elevation angle in degrees at zR
Mean wind speed at z R
Reference height in surface layer
Standard deviation of wind azimuth angle in degrees at the











Standard deviation of wind elevation angle in degrees at
the top and base of the Kth layer
Mean wind speed at the top and base of the Kth layer
Mean azimuth wind direction in degrees at the top and base
of the Kth layer
Potential temperature at the top and base of the Kth layer
Height of the top and base of the Kth layer
Lateral diffusion coefficient in the Kth layer
Vertical diffusion coefficient in the Kth layer
Washout coefficient
Height interval through which precipitation falls
Time precipitation begins
Time at which change in layer structure occurs
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potential temperatures are used to calculate the effective source height in the
layer when heat is generated during the release mode. This calculation is
performed outside the program.
Values of the turbulence parameters aA and a E must also be
specified at the reference height zR and at all layer boundaries. For general
application at Cape Kennedy, z R is assigned a value of 18 meters, corresponding
to the lowest measurement heighton the NASA 150-meter Meteorological Tower.
The parameters ¢rAR {for } and ¢;ER are obtained from Figures 4-2 and 4-3,
using the 18-meter mean wind speed and the temperature difference AT between
3 meters and 60 meters as predictors. In the absence of an observed AT, the
following guidelines can be used to select an appropriate &T value. Under strong
insolation, temperature differences of -2 to -1 degrees Celsius may be antici-
pated. Zero temperature differences occur during the morning and afternoon
transition times and in the presence of overcast skies with moderate or strong
winds. Estimates of the times of occurrence of the two diurnal transition
periods throughout the year are given by the curves in Figure 4-4. Positive
values of &T occur at night during periods of clear skies and light winds.
id
According to Figures 4-2 and 4-3, aAR{_-oR } and aER are relatively insensitive
to the magnitude of AT under stable conditions.
Model input values for q(ToK } and aE at the top of the surface
layer (K = 1) and, possibly, at the top of the K = 2 layer are obtained from the
following expressions:
Under all stability conditions
aATK{ToK} = ¢;AR{VoR} \ z R
(ZTK_ -p
, K= 1 (4-1)
, K = 2 (4-2)
5O
t_
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F;CURE 4-4. S_:asonal variations in the time of transition from lapse
to Lnversioll (above) and from inversion to lapse (below)
with respecl; _o sunset and sunrise.
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where CrARK{_oK } for K = 2 and __gATK{ToK} for K = 1 are
equivalent
• Under unstable conditions
_ ZTK_0.3-p
(rE TK = aER \ ZR /
K=I (4-3)
ZTK _0.
_ETK = _EBK ZBK /
3-p
K=2 (4-4)
where gEBK(K:2} = gETK(K=I}
• Under near-neutral and stable conditions
( ZTK_-P= , K=I
aETK (rER \-_R /




where aEBK(K:2 } : aETK(K:I }
In the above expressions, the quantity p is the exponent in the power-law
relationship for the vertical profile of mean wind speed as defined by








The requisite turbulence inputs for layers K = 1, K = 2 may
be calculated from the above expressions or by means of the nomograms given
in Appendix F. For simplicity, the meteorological inputs for the reference
height z R are generally assumed to be representative of the base of the surface
layer. However, values for some other height may be calculated from the
power-law expressions for the layer K = 1 given above if desired. Above the
surface layers, turbulent mixing is assumed negligible; _A and _E are conse-
quently set equal to zero at the boundaries of layers in which no turbulent mixing
is occurring. In the computer program, these zero inputs are interpreted as
_A = 0.5 degrees and _E = 0.1 degrees. Also, in the program, wind speeds
less than 0.1 meters per second, supplied as inputs to the program, or obtained
through use of the power-law expression for the vertical profile of mean wind
speed in the program, are interpreted as _ = 0.1 meters per second.
all releases.
The diffusion coefficients _K' _K are set equal to unity for
Calculations of the effects of precipitation scavenging require
specification of the washout coefficient A, the height interval through which pre-
cipitation falls Zlim, and the time after release at which the precipitation starts t 1.
Existing knowledge of A is summarized by Engelmann (see Slade, 1968, pp. 213-220).
In the absence of reliable estimates of A, a value of A 10 -.3= is suggested for
hazard calculations. This maximizes the rate of removal of material by preci-
pitation scavenging and may therefore lead to overestimates of surface deposition
resulting from this process.
4. 2.2 Surface Cold Spill and Fuel Leak
As explained in Section 3.9, the dosage form of Model 3 is
used in the computer program to calculate concentration fields downwind from
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surface cold spills and fuel leaks that occur near ground level. The meteorological
inputs given in Table 4-1, which refers only to the surface layer (K = 1), must be
adapted for this purpose.
For correct application of Model 3 to cold spills and fuel
leaks, values of CA' aE and _ actually used in the program must apply at the
height of release H. The mean wind speed _ at release height H can be calculated
from the power-law relationship
P
(4-9)
where the value of p is given by Figure 4-5. Appropriate values of aA and a E






















































The nomogrsms in Appendix F can also be used to calculate _A(_o, H}, o- (H},E
and _ (H} from the values of these parameters at the reference height zR.
Adaptation of the computer program meteorological inputs
of Table 4-1 for the multi-layer construct to hazard calculations for surface
cold spills and fuel leaks is shown in Table 4-2. Values used for meteoro-
logical parameters from Table 4-1 in these calculations are entered in the second
column of Table 4-2. The asterisk superscript denotes that a substitute or
dummy value is required for the cold spill and fuel leak applications.
4.3 SOURCE INPUTS
4.3.1 Normal and Abnormal Launch, Vehicle Destruct
Source input parameters to the multi-layer diffusion model
program are listed in Table 4-3 for normal and abnormal launch and vehicle
destruct. The units for the source strength QK in each layer depend on the
source configuration and the layer model used. When the source fills the layer,
QK is expressed in terms of the total mass per unit depth of the layer. For a
volume source, QK is simply the total mass available for downwind transport
and dispersion. When ground deposition due to gravitational settling is calculated
(see Section 3.8) for a source that fills the layer, QK is given by the mass
released per unit time. The vehicle residence time T K in the layer is used to
convert the source strength for this special case into the units required by
Equation (3-37). For calculating ground deposition due to gravitational settling
downwind from a single volume source in the layer, the source strength QSK is
expressed in terms of total mass released.
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TABLE 4-2
METEOROLOGICAL INPUT PARAMETERS FOR SURFACE COLD SPILL
AND FUEL LEAK HAZARD CALCULATIONS











Standard deviation of wind azimuth
angle in degrees at height of source
H for reference time T
O




angle in degrees at height of source H
Reference height of 18 meters
Mean wind speed at height of source H
Mean wind direction at the top and base
of the surface layer
Height above ground of the top and base





SOURCE INPUT PARAMETERS FOR NORMAL AND ABNORMAL
LAUNCH, VEHICLE DES TRUC T










Source strength expressed either as total mass of material
in the K th layer or as the total mass per meter of layer
depth
Effective height of source above ground






Fraction of material with settling velocity V
S
Residence time of vehicle in layer K
6O
Because of the large amounts of thermal energy that may be
released during normal or abnormal launch, vehicle destruct, or hot spills, it is
essential to have a satisfactory method of estimating the buoyant rise of material thus
released. The following formula, after Briggs (see Record, etal., 1970), is recom-
mended for use in estimating the buoyant cloud rise A h:






= change in potential temperature over A h
If the gradient of potential temperature with height is used instead of A O, the
expression for Lh becomes
Ah = 4.76 ao/az (4-14)
The effectiveheight of the source H K is thus given by
HK = h + Ah (4-15)
where h = height of source' before the cloud is affected by buoyant rise.
Equation (4-14) fits cloud rise data from high-explosive detonations recently published
by Church (1969). Susko, Kaufman, and Hill (1968) have shown that the plume rise
formula for continuous sources given by Morton, Taylor, and Turner (1956) provide
satisfactory estimates of the buoyant rise of exhaust plumes from statically fired
rocket engines.
In Table 4-3, HSK is the effective height above ground of a single
volume source comprised of heavy particles or droplets and is used in the calculation
of deposition at the ground due to gravitational settling (see Equation (3-51)). The
height HSK is also calculated from Equation (4-15) with HSK substituted for HK.
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The time _'K required for the cloud to become stabilized
immediately following the emission process is dependent on the mode of release.
In the case of a vehicle destruct or hot spill, rK is of the order of 100 seconds.
For normal launches, the time required for cloud stabilization is approximately
the same as the vehicle residence time in the layer.
The source dimensions axo, avo and a appearing in TableZO
4-3 also depend on the mode of release. Reliable source dimensions are pro-
bably best obtained from photographic measurements or observations of actual
releases. Gifford (see Slade, 1968, pp. 103-105} discusses the quantitative
use of plume observations to determine cloud dimensions. Under the assump-
tions that the distribution of material within the plume is Gaussian and the visible
edge of the plume represents one-tenth of the axial concentration, the standard
deviation of the concentration distribution is obtained by multiplying the observed
plume dimension by the factor 1/4.3.
The use of Model 7 to calculate ground deposition due to
gravitational settling requires that the distribution of settling velocities be
specified. When the size distribution of the material is known, the distribution
is partitioned into categories and the settling velocity is calculated for each
category. Van der Hoven (see Slade, 1968, pp. 202-203) discusses the calcula-
tion of settling velocity and gives settling velocities for particles of density 2.5
and 5 grams per cubic centimeter. Johnson (1954, p. 230} presents a table of
settling velocities for water droplets.
4.3.2 Surface Cold Spill and Fuel Leak
As mentioned previously, the dosage form of Model 3 is used
to calculate concentration fields downwind from cold surface spills and fuel leaks
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that occur near ground level. The source inputs listed in l_able 4-2 must be
adapted for this purpose for the source in the surface layer K = 1.
Since fuel leaks and evaporation from surface spills are
semi-continuous sources, the source strength Q must be expressed in terms of
mass per unit time. In the case of the surface spill, the release height is set
equal to zero. For a fuel leak, the height at which the leak occurs is used.
For correct application of Model 3 to cold spills and fuel
leaks, the source emission time v must be adjusted for emission times greater
than ten minutes. According to Hino (1968), and others, time-mean concentra-
tions downwind from continuous sources are inversely proportional to the square
root of the time T, for values of T ranging from about 10 to 60 minutes. For
< 10 minutes, a one-fifth power law is applicable (see Equation (2-12)). The
computer program contains a routine that adjusts _A(1. } for source emission
times less than 10 minutes according to the one-fifth power law, but has no
provision for adjusting _A(1. } for source emission times greater than 10 minutes.
Thus, when source emission times exceed 10 minutes, the following substitute
value of 1. must be used in the program:




= reference time period between 10 and 60 minutes
= source emission time > 10 minutes for cold spills and fuel leaks
The use of Equation (4-16) to obtain the input value of 1. causes the program to




The source dimension ¢ for surface spills can be obtained
yo
by dividing the crosswind dimension of the spill by 4.3. The vertical source
dimension, Crzo, is usually small. In the example hazard calculations in
Section 5 and Appendix E, a has been arbitrarily set equal to 1 meter. The
zo
values of a and a in the case of a fuel leak are also likely to be small. In
yo zo
the absence of detailed observations, a value of I meter for both cr and
yo zo
is suggested for use in hazard calculations.
Adaptation of the computer program source inputs of Table 4-3
for the multi-layer construct to hazard calculations for surface cold spills and
leaks is shown in Table 4-4. Values used for the source parameters from Table
4-3 in these calculations are entered in the second column of Table 4-4. The
asterisk superscript denotes that a substitute value is required for the cold spill
and fuel leak applications.
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TABLE 4-4
SOURCE INPUT PARAMETERS FOR SURFACE COLD SPILL
AND FUEL LEAK HAZARD CALCULATIONS
PARAMETERS DEFINITION

























GRAPHICAL PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING GROUND-LEVEL
CONCENTRATIONS AND DOSAGES
Graphs and tables are given in this section for estimating ground-level
concentrations and dosages resulting from normal and abnormal launches,
vehicle destruct, fuel spills and fuel leaks. The estimates refer only to sources
contained within the surface layer. The graphs give estimates of axial concen-
tration and dosage as a function of travel distance, and the tables give the widths
of selected isopleths. In addition, nomograms are presented that provide box-
model estimates of axial concentration and dosage from quasi-instantaneous
sources as a function of mixing depth for maximum travel distances of 100
kilometers. No allowance is made for depletion or for changes in atmospheric
structure that may occur during cloud travel.
5.1 SELECTION OF STABILITY CATEGORIES
For convenience, atmospheric conditions within the surface layer at
KSC are described by stability categories similar to those used by Gifford (1961},
Pasquill (1961), and Turner (1969). In preparing the graphs and tables of
Sections 5.2 and 5.4, seven stability categories were used based on an analysis
of meteorological data collected at NASA's 150-meter Tower Facility (Record,
etal__., 1970). The first step in developing the stability categories for KSC was
to abstract values of the meteorological parameters aA, a E and p from Figures
4-2, 4-3 and 4-5, respectively, for selected AT values and for the four wind
speed Classes. The results are shown in Table 5-1. The temperature differences
AT in the column headings of the table refer to heights of 3 and 60 meters. The
wind speed and AT classes in Table 5-1 were then combined into the seven stability
categories shown in Table 5-2. Average values of aA, ¢rE and p for each stability












































































































































METEOROLOGICAL INPUTS FOR EACH STABILITY CATEGORY
CATEGORY























dosage fields. For fuel leaks and surface spills, 10-minute values of _A and _E
at the 18-meter reference height were obtained from Table 5-3 and used as
model inputs. For the normal launch, it was assumed that _A varied with
height as z -p. Wind speed was assumed to vary with height as zP throughout
the surface layer in all calculations.
5.2 CONCENTRATION AND DOSAGE FIELDS FROM A NORMAL LAUNCH
Figures 5-1 and 5-2 give the maximum normalized concentrations and
dosages, respectively, from a normal launch, as a function of travel distance,
for the seven stability categories. In this case, the source extends vertically
through the entire surface mixing layer. The source strength has been assumed
invariant with height and the initial cloud diameter has been assumed to be 1250
meters. The maximum concentration and dosage values thus apply to all heights
within the mixing layer.
in the calculations, the 10-minute _A values were reduced by the one-
fifth power-law to values appropriate for the time required for cloud stabilization,
T, in the surface layer. '_ne values of T were assumed equal to the residence
time of the vehicle, in this case a Saturn V, in the layer, and were determined
from Figure E-7 of Appendix E. The values of T used for each mixing height
are given in Table 5-4.
Tables 5-5 and 5-6, respectively, give the widths of selected normalized
concentration and dosage isopleths.
To obtain actual concentration levels, the normalized values in Figure
5-1 and Table 5-5 are multiplied by Q, where Q is the amount of material released
per meter of height. To obtain actual dosage levels, the normalized values in
Figure 5-2 and Table 5-6 are multiplied by Q/F, where Q is again the amount of
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5.3 BOX-MODEL ESTIMATES OF CONCENTRATION AND DOSAGE FOR
NORMAL AND ABNORMAL LAUNCHES
The four nomograms given in Figures 5-3 through 5-6 can be used to
calculate the normalized peak concentration and dosage for downwind distances
exceeding 10 kilometers. In constructing the nomograms it was assumed that:
• The effective height of re!ease and source dLmensions
may be neglected
There is complete vertical mixing throughout the surface
layer
The along'wind concentration distribution and the cross-
wind concentration and dosage distributions are Gaussian
with standard deviations that are proportional to the
downwind distance
Wind direction shear in the mixing layer is 20 degrees
over land and 10 degrees over water
id
Under these assumptions, the expressions for normalized concentration and
dosage can be written







total amount of material released in the surface layer
depth of the mixing layer (meters)
alongwind standard deviation (meters)









































































FIGURE 5-3. Nomogram for calculating normalized concentration for



















































FIGURE 5-4. Nomogram for calculating normalized concentration for water




























FIGURE 5-5. Nomogram for calculating normalized dosage for land





























































FIGURE 5-6. Nomogram for calculating normalized dosage for water
trajectories at travel distances greater than 10 kilometers.
i00
The crosswind and alongwind cloud dimensions are given by the following
relationships:
Over a land surface
Over a water surface
or = 0.0651x a = 0.0811x
x y
= 0.0651x a = 0.0406x
x y
where x is the downwind distance in meters. Figures 5-3 and 5-4 are used to
calculate normalized concentration for land and water trajectories, respectively.
Figures 5-5 and 5-6 are used to calculate normalized dosage for overland and
overwater trajectories, respectively. In each case, the nomograms can also
be used to calculate the distance at which the concentration or dosage drops to
some specified level. Examples of the use of the nomograms are given in
Figure 5-7.
5.4 CONCENTRATION FIELDS FROM COLD SPILLS AND LEAKS
Figure 5-8 shows the normalized axial ground-level (z=2m) concentra-
t-ion resulting from either a cold spill 50 meters in diamater or a surface leak
as a function of travel distance. Separate plots are given for each of the seven
stability categories, and individual curves have been drawn on each plot for
several mixing depths. Differences between the concentration fields from the
two release modes are significant only at distances less than 0.5 kilometers.
Over these short distances, the values predicted for the cold spill are indicated
by dashed lines. Estimates of actual concentration are obtained by multiplying
the ordinate values by Q/F, where Q is the quantity of material released per
second and _ is the wind speed at a height of 18 meters in meters per second.
Figure 5-9 shows similar plots of normalized axial concentration down-
wind from a leak at a height of 50 meters. At short travel distances, the axial
concentrations at ground level (z=2m) are indicated by dashed lines and the axial












If the depth of the mixing layer is 850 m,
what is the peak concentration ratio 90 km
downwind ?
H = 850 m, X = 90kin
m















If the depth of the mixing layer is 1000 m,
how far downwind before the peak concen-
tration is 5 x 10 -10 Q?
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Table 5-7 gives the widths at ground level of selected normalized con-
centration isopleths at a number of downwind distances from either a surface
spill or a surface leak. Table 5-8 gives the isopleth widths downwind from a
leak at a height of 50 meters. At distances greater than 0.5 kilometers isopleth
widths are not dependent on the height of release. Actual concentrations associated
with each isopleth width are obtained by multiplying the column headings by Q/ft.
_ne axial concentrations and isopleth widths given in Figures 5-8 and
5-9 and Tables 5-7 and 5-8 are for a source emission or an averaging time of
10 minutes. According to Hino (1968) and others, time mean concentrations
downwind from continuous elevated sources are inversely proportional to the
square root of the averaging time t for values of t ranging from about 10 to 60
minutes. For t < 10 minutes, a minus one-fifth power-law describes the
variation of ground-level concentration with time. These relationships may be
used with values from Figures 5-8 and 5-9 to calculate concentrations for source
emission times or averaging times different from 10 minutes. Isopleth widths
from Tables 5-7 and 5-8 may be adjusted to other release times by assuming the
width proportional to t 1/2 for t between 10 and 60 minutes, and proportional to
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USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE KSC MULTI-LAYER
DIFFUSION MODEL PROGRAM
A. 1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The KSC Multi-Layer Diffusion Model Program consists of 22 sub-
routines, including the main driver program. The program is written in ASA
FORTRAN V and should execute under most high level FORTRAN compilers
when the appropriate monitor control cards are used. The program requires
3382010 locations of executable core. The size of the program can be reduced
either by decreasing the size of common storage, or by using segmentation
techniques. A diagram of the program linkage is given in Section A. 7. The
program consists of five major logic sections. A block diagram of these
sections is given in Figure 4-1. The subroutine linkage of each logic section
is shown in Section A. 8. Sections 1 through 4 can be performed in any com-
bination, or as a single case. Section 5 is performed as a single case and any
number of cases can be processed by the program.
A. i. 1 Logic Section 1
Section 1 calculates dosage and concentration at grid points
on a three-dimensional reference coordinate system using either polar or rec-
tangular coordinates. For rectangular coordinates, north is the positive y-axis
and east is the positive x-axis. For polar coordinates, north is 0 degrees and
east is 90 degrees. Options in this section include the calculation of dosage and
concentration with cloud depletion by precipitation scavenging (washout} and
simple time-dependent decay. Surface deposition due to precipitation scavenging
can also be calculated. Provision is additionally made for calculating crosswind
A-1
distances from the cloud axis to dosage or concentration isopleths of interest
(cloud half-widths). This section uses subroutines READER, WASHT, TESTR,
BREAK, ]SO, PEAK, EL, LATER, ALONGD, VERT, SIGMA, COORD, as well
as the main driver program.
Subroutine READER reads and converts most of the program
input data. All program input instructions reference logical tape 5 (card reader).
Subroutine WASHT calculates ground-level patterns of
deposition due to precipitation scavenging, when this option is selected.
Subroutine TESTR defines the new layer structure if the
structure is changed at time t*.
Subroutine BREAK is the main calculation routine for this
section and includes Models 1 through 6 as shown in Figure 4-1.
Subroutine ISO evaluates the error function ERF(X) used in
calculation of Models 4 and 5.
Subroutine PEAK calculates the peak terms for dosage and
concentration in Models 1, 2 and 3.
Subroutine ACH has entry points EL, LATER AND ALONGD;
EL evaluates the term LIXK} as given by Equation (3-9); LATER evaluates
the lateral term in y in Equations (3-1), (3-15) and (3-19); ALONGD calculates
the along'wind term in Equation (3-7).
Subroutine VERT calculates the vertical and vertical reflection
terms for Model 3 as given by Equation (3-15).
Subroutine SIGMA calculates the various standard deviations
for the dosage and concentration distributions, as given by Equations (3-4),
(3-8), (3-13), (3-14), (3-16), (3-23), and (3-32).
A-2
Subroutine COORDperforms all coordinate transformations.
The laver models are written with reference to a cloud or plume coordinate
system where the x-axis is oriented along the mean wind direction, the y-axis
is perpendicular to the x-axis in the crosswind direction, and the z-axis is
directed vertically. The subroutine COORD relates the cloud coordinate system
to the fixed reference coordinate system used to locate source and receptor
locations. The fixed reference system may be in either polar or rectangular
coordinates.
A. 1.2 Logic Section 2
Section 2 calculates peak dosage and maximum peak con-
centration along the cloud axis for Models 1, 2 and 3. Options include the
calculation of dosage and concentration in the presence of cloud depletion by
precipitation scavenging or simple decay. This section uses subroutines
CENTRL, EL, ALONGD, PEAK, VERT and SIGMA, as well as the main driver
program.
Subroutine CENTRL performs the main calculations and
controls all output. All program outputs reference logical tape 6 (printer).
All other subroutines of this section have the same functions as described above.
A. 1.3 Logic Section 3
Section 3 calculates isopleths of dosage and concentration in
the horizontal plane, about the cloud alongwind axis, for Models 1, 2 and 3.
Options include the calculation of dosage and concentration with cloud depletion
by precipitation scavenging and decay, this section uses subroutines ISOXY,
EL, ALONGD, PEAK, VERT, SIGMA, as well as the main driver program.
Subroutine ISOXY performs the main calculations for Section
3 and controls all output. The functions of all other subroutines in this section
have been outlined above. Section 3 is applicable only to Models 1, 2 and 3 as
defined in Figure 4-1, and the various options that can be used with these
models.
A. 1.4 Logic Section 4
Section 4 calculates isopleths of dosage and concentration
in the y-z plane at selected points on the alongwind cloud axis for Models 1, 2
and 3. Options include calculations of dosage and concentration isopleths with
cloud depletion by precipitation scavenging and simple decay. This section
uses subroutines ISOYZ, EL, ALONGD, PEAK, VERT, SIGMA, as well as the
main driver routine.
Subroutine ISOYZ performs the main calculations for Section
4 and controls the output. The functions of all other subroutines in this section
have been described above.
A. 1.5 Logic Section 5
Section 5 of the program calculates deposition on the ground
due to gravitational settling. Fhis section uses subroutines DEPOS, SGP,
COORD, as well as the main driver routine.
Subroutine DEPOS assembles the necessary logic for calcula-
ting the deposition and outputs all calculations.
Subroutine SGP consists of the entry points SGP, UBARS,
DEPSO and BETAK, where SGP evaluates the mathematical equations in
Section 3.8 of the main body of the report.
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A.2 PROGRAMINPUT SEQUENCE
The card input information required for the computer program is









- Sequence number of the card group
- Fortran Symbolic notation defining the
program input
- Notation used in models corresponding to
FORTRAN notation
- Dimensional units of input parameters
- FORTRAN format specification
- Card column number in which input
information is punched
- Numerical limits on input values
A. 3 EXPLANATION OF PROGRAM INPUTS
_4
A. 3.1 Card Unit No. 1
The first input card, Card Unit No. 1, gives the DATE of
the run and is printed at the head of the listing.
A. 3.2 Card Unit No. 2
Card Unit No. 2 gives the number (NP) of times the program










































































































































































































































































(The A sequence of cards is read only if ISKIP(1) ¢ 2)
25-A IZMOD(I) N/A 2012 1-20 =1, 2 or 3
I=1, NNZ





































































































































































































































27-B ACCUR R FI0.0 I-I0
(IfISKIP(3) = 0, Card Units 28-B through 30-B are not read)
28-B VB(1) meters 8F10.0 1-80
I=1,NVB VSK seconds-1
29-B PERCB(1) f. 8F10.0 1-80
I
I=l, NVB




A. 3.3 Card Unit No. 3
Card Unit No. 3 contains the literal A in column 1 as an
indicator for the start of a new case. Also, this card contains the title
(TESTNO) of the case to be executed.
A. 3.4 Card Unit No. 4
Card Unit No. 4 contains the following program model and
logic options (ISKIP):
a. If ISKIP(1) equals 2, the Gravitational Deposition
model (Model 7 in Figure 4-1) is executed. If ISKIP(1) is not equal to 2, all
other models can be executed.
b. ISKIP(2) is the coordinate system control. If ISKIP(2)
equals 0, XX, YY, DELX, DELY are assumed to be in rectangular coordinates.
If ISKIP(2) equals 1, they are assumed to be in polar coordinates where XX
and DELX are radial distances, and YY and DELY are positive angles measured
clockwise from north or 0 degrees. ISKIP(2) affects all models except those for
peak dosage, peak concentration and isopleths. These routines automatically
use polar coordinates (DXR, _ _+0K)
c. ISKIP(3) has a dual function. For all models except
gravitational deposition, ISKIP(3) controls the calculation of the lateral term in
Equation (3-1). If ISKIP(3) is set to 0, the lateral term is not calculated. If
ISKIP(3) is set to 1, the lateral term is calculated. In the gravitational deposi-
tion model, the occurrence of a vehicle destruct in layer NNZ is indicated by
setting ISKIP(3) = 1.
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d. ISKIP(4) controls the calculation of the vertical term
in the dosage equation for Model 3, which is given by the exponential term in
Equation (3-15) ; and, also, the peak dosage, maximum peak concentration,
and isopleth calculations. If ISKIP(4) is set to 0, the vertical term is not
calculated. If ISKIP(4) is set to 1, the vertical term is calculated.
e. ISKIP(5) controls the calculation of the vertical
reflection term in Equation (3-15); and, also, the peak dosage, peak concen-
tration, and isopleth calculations. If ISKIP(5) is set to 0, this term is not
calculated. If ISKIP(5) is set to 1, the vertical reflection term is calculated.
f. ISKIP(6) controls the calculation of the alongwind term
in Equation (3-7) and the isopleth calculations. If ISKIP(6) is set to 0, the along-
wind term is not calculated. If ISKIP(6) is set to 1, the alongwind term is
calculated.
g. ISKIP(7) controls the calculation of dosage and concen-
tration in Models 1 through 6 shown in Figure 4-1. Also, ISKIP(7) controls the
calculation of cloud hal_-widths. If ISKIP(7) is set to 0, dosages, concentrations,
and cloud half-widths are not calculated. If ISKIP(7) is set to 1, dosage and
concentration are calculated, but half-widths are not. If ISKIP(7) is set to 2,
only cloud half-widths are calculated. If ISKIP(7) is set to 3, dosage, concen-
tration and cloud half-widths are calculated.
h. ISKIP(8) controls the calculations of peak dosage and
maximum peak concentration. If ISKIP(8) is set to 0, peak dosages and m.aximum
peak concentrations are not calculated. If ISKIP(8) is set to 1, only peak dosages
are calculated. If ISKIP(8) is set to 2, only maximum peak concentrations are
calculated. If ISKIP(8) is set to 3, both peak dosages and maximum peak
concentrations are calculated.
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i. ISKIP(9) controls the calculations of dosage and con-
centration isopleths in the horizontal or x-y plane. If ISKIP(9) is set to 0, no
horizontal isopleths are calculated. If ISKIP(9) is set to 1, only dosage isopleths
at ground-level are calculated. If ISKIP(9) is set equal to 2, only dosage
isopleths calculated at layer boundaries are calculated. If ISKIP(9) is set to 3,
only dosage isopleths at all specified heights are calculated. If ISKIP(9) is set
to 4, only concentration isopleths at ground level are calculated. If ISKIP(9) is
set to 5, concentration isopleths only are calculated at all specified heights. If
ISKIP(9) is set to 7, 8, or 9, both dosage and concentration isopleths are cal-
culated, respectively, at ground level, layer boundaries, or at all specified
heights.
j. ISKIP(10) controls the calculations of dosage and con-
centration isopleths in the vertical or y-z plane. If ISKIP(10} is set to 0, no
isopleths are calculated. If ISKIP(10) is set to 1, only dosage isopleths are
calculated. If ISKIP(10) is set to 2, only concentration isopleths are calculated.
If ISKIP(10) is set to 3, both dosage and concentration isopleths are calculated.
Vertical isopleths are calculated only at radial distances DXR at which the
corresponding element in the array IFLAG is set to 1.
k. ISKIP(ll) controls the calculation of dosage and con-
centration with simple decay. If ISKIP(ll) is set to 0, the decay term is not
calculated. If ISKIP(ll) is set to 1, the decay term is calculated for Models 1
through 6 shown in Figure 4-1.
1. ISKIP(12) controls the calculation of the deposition due
to precipitation scavenging, as well as dosage and concentration with cloud
depletion by precipitation scavenging. If ISKIP(12) is set to 0, deposition is not
calculated. If ISKIP(12} is set to 1, the maximum possible deposition is
calculated. If ISKIP(12) is set to 2, deposition due to precipitation scavenging
is calculated from Equation (3-35}.
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m. ISKIP(13) controls Models 5 and 6 in Figure 4-1 for
changes in layer structure. If ISKIP(13) is set to 0, the layer structure is
assumed not to change. If ISKIP(13) is set to 1, the layer structure is assumed
to change at time t*, and the Box Model is used. If ISKIP(13) is set to 2, the
Full Transition Model is used. Also, the geometry of structural change is
identified by the arrays JBOT and JTOP.
ISKIP(14) through ISKIP(20) are not used at present.
A. 3.5 Card Unit No. 5








Number of x coordinates input for
all calculations in Logic Sections 1
and 5 of the program (see Figure 4-1)
Number of y coordinates input for all
calculations in Logic Sections 1 and 5
of the program (see Figure 4-1)
Number of initial layer boundaries
Number of dosage values for which iso-.
pleths are to be calculated in the horizontal
and vertical planes
Number of concentration values for which
isopleths axe to be calculated in the hori-
zontal and vertical planes
Number of radial distances input for all
calculations in Logic Sections 2, 3 and 4
of the program
Number of settling velocities used to cal-
culate ground deposition for all layers




Number of new layers in structure-change
Models 4 and 5 (see Figure 4-1)
Number of particle settling velocities used to
calculate ground deposition from vehicle
destruct for layer in which the destruct occurs
A. 3.6 Card Units Nos. 6 through 10
information:







(Card Unit No. 6) - Receptor coordinates x.
relative to the fixed reference grid ]
(Card Unit No. 7) - Receptor coordinates yj
relative to the fixed reference grid
(Card Unit No. 8) - Layer boundary heights
(Card Unit No. 9) - Coordinates of the-source
in the layers relative to the fixed reference
grid
(Card Unit No. 10) - Source strength in the
layer
A. 3.7 Card Units Nos. 11 through 22
Card Units Nos. 11 through 22 apply to Models 1, 2, 3, 6
and 7 shown in Figure 4-1.
Card Units Nos. 11 through 18 contain the following
information:
• UBARK - (Card Unit No. 11) - Mean wind speed at the









(Card Unit No. 12) - Standard deviation of
wind azimuth angle for reference time ToK
at the top of the layer
(Card Unit No. 13) - Standard deviation of
the crosswlnd concentration distribution of
the source in the layer (lateral source
dimension)
(Card Unit No. 14) - Standard deviation of
wind elevation angle at the top of the layer
(Card Unit No. 15) - Lateral diffusion
coefficient in the layer
(Card Unit No. 16) - Vertical diffusion
coefficient in the layer
(Card Unit No. 17) - Standard deviation of the
vertical concentration distribution of the
source in the layer (vertical source dimension)
(Card Unit No. 18) - Standard deviation of the
alongwind concentration distribution of the
source in the layer (alongwind source dimension)






Reference height in the surface layer
Standard deviation of azimuth wind angle at
the reference height ZRK
Standard deviation of the wind elevation angle
at the reference height ZRK
Mean wind speed at the reference height ZRK
Angular sector, centered on alongwind cloud




Card Units Nos. 20 through 22 contain the following
• THE TAK -
• TAUK -
• TAUOK -
(Card Unit No. 20) - Mean wind direction
at the base and top of the layer
(Card Unit No. 21) - Time required for cloud
stabilization in the layer (source emission
time)
(Card Unit No. 22) - Reference time for
standard deviation of wind azimuth angle
SIGARK at the reference height ZRK in the
surface layer
A. 3.8 Card Units Nos. 23 and 24
information:
Card Units Nos. 23 and 24 contain the following
• T (Card Unit No. 23) - Time required for cloud
stabilization for Models 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6;
residence time of vehicle in the layer for
Model 7 (see Figure 4-1)
• H (Card Unit No. 24) - Effective source height
in the layer
A. 3.9 Card Units Nos. 25A through 45A
IfISKIP(1) is not equal to 2 (gravitationalmodel is not being
used), Card Units Nos. 25A through 31A will be read. IfISKIP(1) is equal to 2,
Card Units Nos. 25A through 45A will not be read.
25A and 26A:




(Card Unit No. 25A) - Model number used
in the layer (Model No. 1, 2, or 3 as shown
in Figure 4-1)
(Card Unit No. 26A) - Contains number of
heights in each layer (N'PT} at which concen-
tration or dosage calculations are to be made;
calculations are automatically made in the
program at all layer boundary heights





Decay coefficient in the concentration and
dosage equations
Maximum height at which precipitation occurs
(must be height of the top of layer)




Card Units Nos. 28A through 31A contain the following
DXR
IFLAG
(Card Unit No. 28A) - Radial distances at
which peak dosage, maximum peak concen-
tration, concentration and dosage isopleths
(in the x-y and y-z planes) and cloud half-
widths are to be calculated
(Card Unit No. 29A) - Flag used to indicate
radial distances DXR at which concentration
and dosage isopleths in the y-z plane are to be
calculated. If IFLAG is set to 0, the corres-
ponding radial distance DXR is ignored and
no isopleths are calculated. If IFLAG is set
to 1, isopleths are calculated at the corres-
pending radial distance DXR
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information:
DI (Card Unit No. 30A) - Values of the dosage
for which isopleths are to be calculated
CI (Card Unit No. 31A) - Values of the concen-
tration for which isopleths are to be
calculated
Card Units Nos. 32A through 39A contain the following
(NOTE: If ISKIP(13) equals 1 or 2, indicating a change in
layer structure, Card Units Nos. 32A through 45A will be
read. If ISKIP(13) equals 0, Card Units Nos. 32A through









(Card Unit No. 32A) - Mean wind speed at
the top of new Layers L formed as a result of
a change in layer structure
(Card Unit No. 33A) - Standard deviation of
the azimuth wind angle at the top of Layer L
(Card Unit No. 34A) - Standard deviation of
lateral concentration distribution for new
source in Layer L (lateral source dimension)
(Card Unit No. 35A) - Standard deviation of
the wind elevation angle at the top of Layer L
(Card Unit No. 36A) - Lateral diffusion
coefficient in Layer L
(Card Unit No. 37A) - Vertical diffusion
coefficient in Layer L
(Card Unit No. 38A) - Standard deviation of
vertical concentration distribution for new
source in Layer L (vertical source dimension)
(Card Unit No. 39A) - Standard deviation of
alongwind concentration distribution for new
source Layer L (alongwind source dimension)
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- Reference height in new surface Layer L
Standard deviation of wind azimuth angle at
reference height ZRL if L equals 1; if L is
not equal to 1, SIGARL refers to the base
of first new Layer L above the surface
Layer K= 1
Standard deviation of wind elevation angle
at reference height ZRL if L equals 1; if
L does not equal 1, SIGERL refers to base
of first new Layer L above the surface Layer
K=I
Mean wind speed at reference height ZRL if
L equals 1; if L is not equal to 1, UBARRL
is mean wind speed at base of first new Layer
L above the surface Layer K=I
information:







(Card Unit No. 41A) - Mean wind direction
at the base and top of each new layer
(Card Unit No. 42A) - Cloud stabilization
time in the new Layer L
(Card Unit No. 43A) - Reference time period
for SIGARL
(Card Unit No. 44A) - Time after launch at
which change in layer structure occurs
(Card Unit No. 45A) - The K number of the
original layer at the base of each new layer
(JBOT) and at the top of each new layer (JTOP);
new layers are formed from layers existing
prior to time TAST
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A. 3.10 Card Units Nos. 25B through 30B
Card Units Nos. 25B through 30B contain the following infor-
mation required for use with Model 7 (see Figure 4-1):
(NOTE: If ISKIP(1) is not equal to 2, Model 7 is not used
and Card Units Nos. 25B through 30B are not read. )
• VS (Card Unit No. 25B) - Settling velocity assigned
to each particle or droplet size category
PERC
ACCUR
(Card Unit No. 26B) - Fraction of material with
settling velocity V
S
(Card Unit No. 27B) - Accuracy constant in
line source simulation used in Model 7. A value
of 0.45 for ACCUR ensures that the calculated
ground deposition is within 10 percent of the
deposition expected from a vertical line source;
ifACCUR is set to 0.32, the calculated ground
deposition is within 5 percent of the deposition
expected from a vertical line source
(NOTE: If ISKIP(3) equals 1 and ISKIP(1) equals 2, a vehicle
destruct is assumed to have occurred in the top K layer and




(Card Unit No. 28B) - Settling velocity assigned
each particle or droplet size category assigned
to material from vehicle destruct in the top
K layer
(Card Unit No. 29B) - Fraction of material
with settling velocity VB
(Card Unit No. 30B) - Effective height of
vehicle destruct material above the surface
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A. 4 ADDITIONAL REMARKS
The sequence of input cards described in Section A. 3, starting with
Card Unit No. 3, will be read NP times or until an end-of-file is met. The
order and number of cards read depends on ISKIP(1), ISKIP(3) and ISKIP(13).
Peak dosage, maximum peak concentration, and isopleths are not
calculated for Models 4, 5, 6 and 7 shown in Figure 4-1. Hence, when ISKIP(8) ¢0,
ISKIP(9) ¢ 0, or ISKIP(10) ¢ 0, all calculations refer to Models 1, 2 or 3.
Logic Sections 1 through 4 in Figure 4-1 may be processed in any
combination as a multi-layer problem. Logic Section 5 in Figure 4-1 must
be processed as a single multi-layer problem. Any number of problems can
be processed in an execution of the computer program.
A. 5 KEYPUNCH INSTRUCTIONS
The decimal in all F-type format statements can appear anywhere in
the ten digit field. If the decimal is deleted, the number is right justified in
the field. All I formats are right justified in the field (see Figure A-3).
A. 6 OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS
There are no special operator instructions.
A. 7 LINKAGE FOR SUBROUTINES IN COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR KSC
MULTI-LAYER DIFFUSION MODEL
The physical linkage for the computer program subroutines is shown in











A. 8 LINKAGE FOR SUBROUTINES IN LOGIC SECTIONS 1 THROUGH 5
The linkage for subroutines used in Logic Sections 1 through 5 of the
computer program for the KSC multi-layer diffusion model is shown in Figure
A-2. Each connector represents a communication link between the subroutines.
A. 9 DATA FIELD CONFIGURATION
The data field configuration of each input parameter as it appears in the
read sequence for the KSC multi-layer diffusion model program is shown in
Figure A-3. The format symbols in the figure are defined as follows:
• A - Alphanum eric
• I - Integer
• X - Real
• E - Exponential
also, in Figure A-3, the parameter configurations are identified by the Card Unit
No. and the FORTRAN name of the parameter.
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FIGURE A-2. Diagram of linkage between subroutines used in Logic
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Appendix B contains a complete listing of the present configuration of the
computer program for the KSC Multi-Layer Diffusion Model. The program is
written in FORTRAN V and has been assembled and executed on a UNIVAC 1108
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FLOW CHART FOR MULTI-LAYER DIFFUSION
MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM
Appendix C contains the complete flow diagram of the computer program
for the Multi-Layer Diffusion Model. The program requires 1020348 locations of
executable storage and consists of the main driver routine plus 21 subroutines.






































































This section contains the flow chart for the main driver routine that
initiates communication between the various subroutines. This routine is
executed NP times, or until an end-of-file is read. Storage used for the main

















































EFFECTIVE RELEASE HEIGHT IN LAYER (METERS)
BOUNDARY HEIGHTS OF LAYERS (METERS)
SOURCE STRENGTH IN LAYER (MASS/HEIGHT)
CALCULATED TRANSPORT SPEED IN LAYER
LATERAL POWER LAW EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
VERTICAL POWER LAW EXPANSION COEFFICIENT
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE LATERAL SOURCE DIMENSION (METER)
CALCULATED LATERAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN LAYER
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ALONGWIND SOURCE DIMENSION (METERS)
CALCULATED WIND DIRECTION SHEAR IN LAYER
STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE VERTICAL SOURCE DIMENSION (METERS)
CALCULATED VERTICAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
X COORDINATE OF SOURCE IN LAYER RELATIVE TO ORIGIN OF FIXED
GRID SYSTEM (METERS, RECTANGULAR OR POLAR)
Y COORDINATE OF SOURCE IN LAYER RELATIVE TO ORIGIN OF FIXED
GRID SYSTEM (METERS, DEGREES**RECTANG_, POLAR)
CALCULATED MEAN WIND DIRECTION IN LAYER
MODEL NO TO USE IN LAYER (i, 2 OR 3)
NUMBER OF CALCULATION HEIGHTS ZZL DESIRED IN LAYER
CALCULATED WIND SPEED SHEAR
CALCULATION HEIGHTS IN LAYER
CLOUD HALF WIDTHS
CALCULATED VALUE OF DOSAGE
CALCULATED VALUE OF CONCENTRATION
PART OF DOSAGE EQUATION
X COORDINATE OF RECEPTOR RELATIVE TO FIXED GRID SYSTEM (POSITIVE
X AXIS EAST 90 DEGREES, METERS, RECTANGULAR OR POLAR)
Y COORDINATE OF RECEPTOR RELATIVE TO FIXED GRID SYSTEM (POSITIVE
Y AXIS NORTH 0 DEGREES, METERS OR DEGREES, RECTANGULAR OR POLAR)
CALCULATED VALUES OF DOSAGE AND CONCENTRATION ISOPLETHS
LATERAL TERM OF DOSAGE EQUATION
VERTICAL TERM OF DOSAGE EQUATION
REFLECTION TERM OF DOSAGE EQUATION
ALONGWIND TERM OF CONCENTRATION EQUATION
RADIAL DISTANCES FOR MAXIMUM PEAK DOSAGE AND CONCENTRATION AND
ISOPLETH AND CLOUD HALF-WIDTH CALCULATIONS
TIME AFTER CLOUD STABILIZATION EXCEPT IN GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSI-
TION MODEL SOURCE EMISSION TIME IN LAYER (SECONDS)
FLAG TO INDICATE AT WHICH DISTANCES DXR VERTICAL ISOPLETHS ARE
TO BE CALCULATED
FLAG TO INDICATE WHICH RECEPTOR COORDINATES ARE OUTSIDE OF
CALCULATION SECTOR DELPHI
CASE TITLE
DOSAGE ISOPLETH VALUES OF INTEREST
CONCENTRATION ISOPLETH VALUES OF INTEREST
CALCULATED STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE VERTICAL DOSAGE DISTRIBUTION
CALCULATED STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE LATERAL DOSAGE DISTRIBUTION
CALCb'I_TED STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE ALONGWIND DOSAGE DISTRIBUTION
SQUARE ROOT TWO PI
LENGTH OF CLOUD IN ALONGWIND DIRECTION
THETA*PI/180
INDEX OF X COORDINATES






















































HALF CALCULATION SECTOR DELPHI
TIME OF LAYER STRUCTURE CHANGE (SECONDS)
NO OF DISTINCT GROUPS OF LAYERS THAT FORM INTO ONE AT TIME TAST
INDEX ON NEW LAYERS A/TEE TIME TAST
NO OF X COORDINATES
NO OF Y COORDINATES
NO OF LAYER BOUNDARIES
NO OF DOSAGE ISOPLETHS
NO OF CONCENTRATION ISOPLETHS
NO OF RADIAL DISTANCES DXE ALONG CLOUD AXIS
PI/180
NZS-I NO OF LAYERS
TOP OF NEW LAYER AFTER TAST IN TERMS OF OLD LAYER STRUCTURE
BOTTOM OF NEW LAYER AFTEE TAST IN TERMS OF OLD LAYER STRUCTURE
(ITCP AND IB_T INDEXES)
CALCULATE DISTANCE TO TAST
SIGX OF NEW LAYEE STRUCTURE
WASHOUT COEFFICIENT
TIME OF START OF RAIN (SECONDS)
TIME RAIN STOPS (SECONDS)
MAX_ HEIGHT OF WASHOUT
CALCULATE WASHOUT AT GROUND
WIND SPEED AT TOP OF LAYER (METEES/SEC)
SIGAP AT TOP OF LAYER (DEGREES)
SIGEP AT TOP ,DF LAYEE (DEGREES)
REFERENCE HEIGHT IN SURFACE LAYEE (METERS)
SIGAP AT ZEK (DEGREES)
SIGEP AT ZRK (DEGREES)
WIND SPEED AT ZRK (METERS/SEC)
WIND DIRECTION AT LAYER BOUNDARIES (DEGREES)
TIME IN SECONDS REQUIRED FOR LATERAL CLOUD STABILIZATION
SAMPLING PERIOD IN SECONDS AT THE TOP OF THE LAYER
DECAY COEFFICIENT IN DOSAGE EQUATION
WIND SPEED AT TOP OF NEW LAYEE AFTER TAST (METEES/SEC)
SIGAP AT TOP OF NEW LAYER AFTER TAST (DEGREES)
SIGEP AT TOP OF NEW LAYER AFTER TAST (DEGREES)
REFERENCE HEIGHT IN SURFACE LAYER OF NEW STRUCTURE (METERS>
SIGAP AT ZRL IF FIRST LAYER INCLUDES OLD SURFACE LAYER ELSE
EQUALS SIGAP AT BOTTOM 0F FIRST NEW LAYER (DEGREES)
SIGAP AT ZRL IF FIRST LAYER INCLUDES OLD SURFACE LAYER ELSE
EQUALS SIGEP AT BOTTOM OF FIRST NEW LAYER (DEGREES)
WIND SPEED AT ZRL IF FIRST LAYER INCLUDES OLD SURFACE LAYER
ELSE EQUALS WIND SPEED AT BOTTOM OF FIRST NEW LAYER (METERS/SEC)
WIND DIRECTION AT BOUNDAKIES OF NEW LAYER STRUCTURE (DEGREES)
TIME IN SECONDS FOR LATERAL CLOUD STABILIZATION IN NEW LAYER
STRUCTURE
TIME IN SECONDS OF SAMPLING PERIOD AT TOP OF NEW LAYER
































INPUT LAYER NUMBER OF TOP OF NEW LAYER STRUCTURE RELATIVE TO OLD
SETTLING VELOCITY IN GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION MODEL
FREQUENCY OF VS
DESIRED ACCURACY COEFFICIENT (.45) INSURES THAT GROUND DEPOSITION
FROM NXCI POINT SOURCES IN THE LAYER VARIES LESS THAN TEN PERCENT
FROM DEPOSITION EXPECTED FROM A VERTICAL LINE SOURCE IN THE LAYER.
FOR (.32) REDUCED TO FIVE PERCENT
SETTLING VELOCITIES FROM A BURST OR DESTRUCT IN LAYER NNZ
FREQUENCY OF VB
HEIGHT OF BURST (METERS)
CALCULATED WIND SPEED POWER LAW EXPONENT
CALCULATED SlGEP POWER LAW EXPONENT
CALCULATED SIGAP POWER LAW EXPONENT
WIND ANGLE SHEAR
NUMBER OF SETTLING VELOCITIES VS
NUMBER OF SETTLING VELOCITIES VB
PRINTED INFORMATION =LB2, LB3, LB4
RUN DATE
INDEX ON VS AND VB
TEMP STORAGE
CALCULATED COORDINATE OF POINT ON CLOUD AXIS OF _S AT INTERSECTION
WITH GROUND (DEPOSITION)
CALCULATED COORDINATE OF POINT ON CLOUD AXIS OF VS AT INTERSECTION
WITH GROUND (DEPOSITION)




ANGLE TO POINT XBARX, YBARY (DEPOSITION)
NUMBER OF POINT SOURCES IN LAYER (DEPOSITION)
CALCULATED VALUE OF GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION




DIMENSION AND COMMON SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES COMMON TO THE VARIOUS SUBROUTINES.
(COMMON STORAGE USED 615538)






_R_aa _' (TEST_¢ (I). (=1,12)data set indicator aM
I case titling information
L
/_D (IS_(1) J--1.30)
I P--_gram options !
KEAD XS ,NYS ,NZS ,NDI ,NCI,
NDXR,NVS ,NBK,NVB
umber of input parameters
I Titling information is written at 1





















DO 90 KK = i, NN
.3
+
I etermine all Calculation IH ights
1 .
DIFF = (ZCKK+I) - Z(KK))/FL_AT(NPT(KK)+I)
M = I
K = K+I
ZZL (K) = Z(KK)
K = K+I
ZZL (K) =EZL (K- 1 )+DIFF
M M l
C-9
UBARZK(K) = UBARK(KK-I) + ((UBARK(KK) -
UBARK (KK-1)) / (Z (KK+l) -Z (KK)) )* (ZZL (K) -
z(KK))


















THETAK(KK) ,SIGERK,SIGEK(KK) ,BETA(KK) ,SIGZ_ (KK),
T(KK),H(KK),DELX(KK),DELY(KK), DELPHI, IZM_D(KK),
TIMI, TIM2, ZLIM, LAMBDA, SIGZ_ (KK)
WRITE Q(KK) ,TAU_K(KK) ,TAUK(KK) ,SIGAKCKK) ,ALPHACKK),
SIGY_ (KK},Z (KK),UBARKCKK), THETAK CKK), SIGEK(KK),
BETA(KK),SIGZ_(KK),T(KK),H(KK),DELX(KK),DELY(KK),

























(Determine if this layer is part of
group of layers that have changed
structure. )
I p




520 1 = I,NXS I
!
I D_ 310 J = I,NYS
N=I
CALL BREAK















D_ 420 J = I,NYS ]
[ M_DELS 1,2&3 _UTPUT [
C-14
I
J WRITE YY(J) ,l_S(J) ,PEAKC(J) ,C_N(J)
message to indicate the |
coordinates _(I) & _(a) are
outside the calculation sector |
--'I J=J+l ',:
i i





f_romWRITE (YY (J) ,I_S (J) ,C_N (J) ,J-1,NYS) I:











:]I N_ WASHOUT CALCULATED
|
IF
KK # NNZ ..
-i < NPT(KK
PRINT WASHOUT @NI,Y AT END
C-15
!li_stiWRITE
_message to indicate washout
ng to follow.
I WRITE XX(1),(YY(J),WASH_U(I,J),J=I,NYS)_
Calculated value of washout at grid points
/4a5 C_NTINUE







, I N_ I
L ....... ]
WRITE Message to indicate
calculated cloud half widths
are to follow.
IIEnd loop over heights Iwithin layer.
1_




















Calculate Oy after layer
breakdown







































M--l_ssaBe to indicate new I
wind directionafter I








Using radial distances DXR
calculate peak dosage and/or
concentration along wind axis.
ES
CALL ISCXY
Using radial distances DXR calculate
dosage and/or concentration isopleths






Calculate dosage and/or con-
centration isopleths in the
vertical plane at distances
DXR.
JXJ : JXJ+l















THIS SUBROUTINE IS THE MAIN CALCULATION ROUTINE FOR GENERAL DOSAGE AND CONCEN-
TRATION PATTERNS. THIS ROUTINE CONTAINS CHANGE IN LAYER STRUCTURE MODELS AND
ASSEMBLES PARTS OF MODELS I, II, III FOR CALCULATIONS. THIS ROUTINE ALSO CALLS
THE WASHOUT MODEL ON OPTION (ISKIP(12) = i OR = 2).
(ST@RAGE USED 11558)




Obtain coordinates of grid point (X_,Y#)











I CALL SIGMA(X,0,0) I
CALL PEAK(NF,K) ']
CALL VFaX(K,NF)J
I Ip_(1) --SIGYSa_e Oy K
[
ii
I_S(J) = pE/_(j)*I._T(J)*(VER(J)+gREF(J)) I








CON(J) = D@S (J)*UBARZK(K) / (SQR2P* I








I CALL EL(XAST (M) ,M)
















$2 = 2.0,SI, (Z (ITOP+I)-Z (IB#T))
ERFX(3) = (S2+2.0_Z(IB@T)-Z(M)-
ZZL(K))/ST_I




rERFX(1) = (S2-Z (M)+ZZL(K))/STY1
ERFX(2) = (S2+Z (M+I)-ZZL (K))/STY1




i ICI = ICI+I iI_ 155 MS = 1,4
,
S1 =0.0 1
















ERFX (2) = (-S2+E (M+I)-ZZL (K))/ST_I







D_ 170 MS = 1,4
l_ :s_+_x_l
- 1













YBARY (i) -- EXP (-0.5* ((X-UBAR(NNZ+ILK-I) * (T (M)-
rAST (I_X-I) ))/SIGXNK) **2)
S1 = ((Q (M)*ST03) / (2.0*SQRIP*UBARZL (K)*
SIGYNK) ) *XBARX*ST#2*EXP (-DECAY*X/
UBAR (NNZ+ILK- I)
0
+TAST (ILK- 1 )
AND
YES I C 29
r!


























THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES GRAVITATIONAL DEPOSITION FOR THE MULTILAYER MODEL
ONLY IF ISKIP(1) = 2. IF ISKIP(3) = 1 A BURST IS ASSUMED TO HAVE OCCURRED IN
LAYER NNZ AND ALL MET PARAMETERS IN LAYER _Z ARE RELATIVE TO THE BURST.
(STORAGE USED 15048)
1
_ITE (Model parameters for layer i) I
I,UBARRK,SIGARK,SIGERK,ZRK,UBARK(1) ,Q(1) ,SIGAK(1),
SIGEK(I) ,DEU./(I) ,DELY (I) ,SIGY_ (I) ,SIGZ_(I) ,ALPHA(I),
BETA(I) ,THETAK(1) ,TAUK (I) ,TAUPE(I) ,T(I) ,DELPHI,Z (I) _
!
WRITE (Model parameters for layers 2-NNZ)
I ,UBARK(1) ,Q(1) ,SIGAK(1),SIGEK(1),DELX(1) ,DELY(1), [.
SIGY_ (I) ,SIGZ_(1) ,ALPHA(I) ,BETA(l) ,THETAK(1), r
TAUK (I), TAUPE (I) ,T (I) ,DELPHI ,Z (I) ___
-- _YES























I WRITE VS(II).II I
Message to indicate V s is too I
large, next _
V s _ i0.0. Program 1
goes to
I TAK = 1 IF_NTAR _ NNZ
ES
C-36
I NTAK = NNZ I_
S




DHK = ACCUR*SIGENK (i) *SQBAR*





!Number of sources in layer I




















".... w-i - -j
l_ni:i,m_l
N=I
CALL C0_RD (N, KK,X, Y ,EX (I),
YY(J) ,ASP ,XS, l)
YES
I D_ 70 IZ = I,NXCI'" 1
|
P_z -- a_s (ASP- ('rHBT+_G (_Z))) I
!





Y = XS*SIN(PHI) 1x = xs*c_s(PHi)

































L .. _s j














SUBROUTINE CENTRL CALCULATES AXIAL DOSAGE AND CONCENTRATION AT RADIAL DISTANCES
DXR WITH OR WITHOUT DECAY DEPENDING ON ISKIP(14).
(STORAGE USED 5128)_
I K=0D_ 400 K = I,NNZ
I
TH = RAD*THETA(KK)












i CALL SIGMACDXR(I) ,0,0)
p
1





I I_S(1) = D#S(1)*EXP(-LAMBDA*(DXR(1)/UBAR(KK)-TIMI))




Message to indicate layer and





I WRITE YO are to ICalculated dosage values
,_s,of _0deg_l ]
mUZE (DXR(I) ,_S(I) ,i=l,m_xR)





Calculated concentration values are
to follow at an angle of YO degrees
WRITE (DXR(I),C0N(I),I=I,m_xR) [









































C_N(I) -- D_S(K)*UBAg/K( )/ (SQR2P*
SIGX) *AL_NGW (J)
YES
B = D#S(I)/DI(J) I
YES
I PLT(I,I,J) -- SQRT(2.0*SIGY**2*AL_G(B)) I
J'_J+l I=

































I M--_ssage to indicate height I
YES
I _ge to indicate dosage I
I _IrE _X_(_),DI(J),PLT(1,I,J) I
YES










SUBROUTINE ISOYZ CALC_S ISOPLETHS IN THE VERTICAL PLANE. THE CALCULATIONS
ARE MADE IN EACH PLANE AT A DISTANCE DXR FROM THE SOURCE. IF AT DISTANCE DXR(I)
THE CORRESPONDING ARRAY I_(I) = 0 NO CALCULATIONS OCCUR. IF IFLAG(I) = 1




























z_s(z) = DCs(z)*r=xP(-U_mDA*(mm(z)/ I
umm (XK)-Tn.n)) I































M--_ssage to indica=e radial I
distance of isopleth [
WRITE gEL (N), (DI (J) ,PLT (i ,N ,J) I
-- J I,NDI) " J






WRITE ZZL(N), (CI (J) ,PLT (2,N,J) ,J=I,NCI)
















THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES GROUND WASHOUT. THIS SUBROUTINE IS EXECUTED ONLY
IF ISKIP(12)#0. IF ISKIP(12)=I MAXIMUM WASHOUT IS CALCULATED. IF ISKIP(12)=2














tl < xK_=- __2"15__c_




A U - UBAR(KK)1. o
Eml.0
G t - TIM1
c: 1÷o





I D " Z(KK+I)-Z(KK) I
I,.:_-1 2_I
ES






CALL C##RD (N,KK,X,Y ,X_ ,Y_ ,ASP ,XS ,i)
v E_
'°I
I SIGY = PERC(1) I




A - _L = UBAR(m_Z+ZLK-I)











THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE INDEX VALUES OF MET PARAMETERS USED IN LAYER
TRANSITION. THE PROGRAM ALSO CALCULATES THE DISTANCE AT WHICH T* OCCURS IN
EACH LAYER CONTAINED IN THE NEW LAYER. IT ALSO CALCULATES WIND SPEED AT























UBAP,ZL(KS) = UBARRL*(ZZL(KS)/ ]ZRL)**QPWR
I UBZH = UBARRL J_
I
UBZH = UBARL(KF-I) I'_
!
_L (KS) -- (UBZ_- ( (UBAFa.(r,_) -UBZH) / (Z (_+1)
-Z (M)) )* (ZZL (KS)-Z (M))
NO
IF













SUBROUTINE ACH CONSISTS OF THREE SUBROUTINES. THE
ENTRY TO EL CALCULATES L {x }. THE ENTRY TO LATER
CALCULATES THE LATERAL TEEM iON OPTION. THE ENTRY TO
ALONGD CALCULATES THE ALONGNZND TERM OF THE CONCEN-







CALCULATE o WITH L.
X





L--0.28*ABS (DELU (NNZ+ILK-I))/UBAR I
(NNZ+ILK-I)*XK i








LATERAL TERM OF DOSAGE EQUATION.
MODELS i, 2, 3
C-74
I,L






ALONG_SD "rEm,_eF c_cn, rr_'r'feN














THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VERTICAL AND VERTICAL REFLECTION TERMS IN THE
DOSAGE EQUATION. IF ISKIP(4) EQUALS 1 VERTICAL IS CALCULATED. IF ISKIP(5)
EQUALS 1 VERTICAL REFLECTION IS CALCULATED. VERTICAL ANDVERTICAL REFLECTION
ARE CALCULATED ONLY FOR MODEL 3 FOR CASE IN WHICH PLUME VERTICAL EXTENT IS
LESS THAN THE DEPTH OF THE LAYER AND TURBULENT MIXING IS OCCURRING.
VERTICAL TERM VER(J) = ST@2 = XP 2OZK 2 _ EXP



























I TI = TI + 1.0
YR = 2.0*TI*(Z(KK+I)-Z(KK)) I
1










I ST03 = 1.0
ES
I VER(J) _ ST¢2 1_F - Sr¢3
C-80




THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE PEAK TERM OF THE DOSAGE EQUATION.
TERM FOR MODELS i AND 2 IS GIVEN BY
QK
_-_yK _ZK
THE PEAK TERM FOR MODEL 3 IS GIVEN BY
THE PEAK
QK
2_ _yK _ UZK
ZK
(ST@RAGE USED 1038)
I PEAKD(J) = Q (KK) / (SQR2P*SIGY*UBARZK(K))






THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE VERTICAL, HORIZONTAL AND












XyK \ °_ /
C-84
SlGY = Oyo{K}
SlGX = axo{K }
SIGY - (TI 2 + T2) I/2
SIGX = + _xo{ K 2
XZ








SIGYNK = OyLK = L{'r} XLK + SQBAR +
Ill
SIGZ = O'EL XLK8 L





































SlmROVfINE COORD (N ,M,X,Y ,XO ,YO,ASP ,XS ,ICK)
THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSFORMS THE RECEPTOR COORDINATES OF THE FIXED GRID SYSTEM
TO COORDINATES RELATIVE TO A SYSTEM WITH POSITIVE X AXIS ALONG THE WIND DIREC-
TION THETA. IT ALSO DETERMINES IF THE RECEPTOR COORDINATES LIE WITHIN THE











i LTHETA(M) < 180.0 YES :
TIIP=(TEETA(M)- I180.0)*KAD
THP= (THETA (M)+ [180,0) *PAD
C-91















I X1 =X_ I
¥1 = Y%*RAD L
DX = D_X(M)
















DXP ; SQRT (_T (M)**2+DX**2-2.0*
_s_ (M)*Dx*c_s (Am,))

































PI xs -- SQRT(XI**2+DX**2-2. O*XI*DX*C_S (S)) I














I ASP = YI I
i I
I ASP = YI-XCI













_I Receptor in sector
C-100
_r



















THIS SUBROUTINE CONSISTS OF THREE SUBROUTINES SGP CALCULATES ' OR '
• _ENK OEBAND
' ' - , O'S. SUBROUTINE DEPSO
_ANK OR _EB" SUBROUTINE UBARS CALCULATES UNK , XNK YNK'

















I SGI SIGAK(M) ]SG2 : =SIGAK(M-D
J
i







SG2 = SIGEK (N-I)
PWR = QPWR+I. 0
sG2 SIG_:(_-n i=





S = S+(ZH-Z(N))*(((SGI-SG2)I (Z (N+I)
-Z (N)) )* (ZH-Z (N))+SG2) 12.0
SIG © (S+(SG3*(HHNK**PWR-ZRK**PWR)/













sl = sn_ (DTHK(m-1))-S_(DTHK(M))





















s -- UB_/(VV* (D_(N+I)-DT_(N)) /
(Z (_I)-Z (N)) )
XBARX = XBARX+(SI*S)
YBARY (IZ) = YBARY (IZ)+(S2* (-S))
ANG(IZ) = ATAN (YBARY (IZ)/XBARX)
> O. 0 _ES
IF
YBARY (IZ) > ES
ANG(IZ) = ANG(IZ)-3.1415926536 I
I ANG(IZ) = ANG(IZ)+3.1415926536 I_
SQBAR = SQRT(XBARX**2+YBARY(IZ)**2)
UBARNK(IZ) - SQBAR*W/ZH
I ENTRY DEPS¢(X,N,IZ) ]
C-I08
V
ZH = ZZL(IZ) I
W = VS (II) IXXX =XPERK ,, PERC(II)
ZH = ttB
W = W(II)







$2 = EXP (-0.5* ((ZH- (2.0*Z (N+I))-$3) /$2)*'2)
XKNK = SIGENK(IZ)*XXX** (BETANK(IZ)+I. 0)
XJNK = (((i. 0-BETANK(IZ) )*S3+BETANK(IZ)*ZH) /
XKNK)*SI
XKNK -- ( (2.0*BETANK (IZ) *Z (N+I)-BETANK(IZ)*ZH
- (I. 0-BETANK (IZ))*S3)/XKNK)*S2
xY = (SI_(N)/SIGAm<(IZ))**(1.0/ALPm_K(IZ))
SIGYNK = SQRT ( (SIGANK(IZ)* (X+XY)**ALPHNK(IZ))
*'2+ (SIGENK (IZ)*XXX**BETANK (IZ)*
Ymmz (Iz)IzH)**2)
DEP = (Q(N)*PERK*T(N)/(6.2831853072*SIGYNK*
FLOAT (NXCI)) )* (XJNK+XKNK)
C-I09
ENTRY BETAK(ZH,N,IZ) I







BETANK(IZ) ,, (SI+BETA(N)* (ZH-Z (N)))/ZH







SUBROUTINE READER (IERR,NP ,JXJ)























Message to indicate limit
of NVS exceeded
ES
I wRn_ I_(8),NBK,_(4) I




oop through data cards






Message to indicate next data I
set not f:und. Program returns I
&
READ ,_
















NTAR = 2*NNZ ]
!1





































I Flag to indicate
I which distances















i U _(1),I I,NBK
- (Top of each
I _L layer)
IGAL (I) ,I=I,NBK




ETL (Top of each
layer)
PHA (I), I--NNZ+I, NNZ+NBK
TA(1),I=NNZ+I,NNZ+NBK




xo {L } ,I=NNZ+I ,NBK+NNZ
1
1
If first layer of new layer structure does not
include the old surface layer then UBAERL,
SIGARL,SIGERL are taken to be values at the
bottom of the first of the new layers.




T (I), I=I ,NBK
C-123
READ
BeT (I) ,JTCP (I), I=i ,NBK
yet numbers of boundary
ayers of new layer struc-
ure relative to old layer
tructure.
IF











































SIGAP (i) ,, ((SIGARK* (TAUK(1)/TAU_K (i))** (I. O/5.0)
*RAD) / ((I. 0+P) * (Z (2)-ZRK) *ZRK**P) )* (Z
(2) ** (i. 0+P)-ZRK** (i. 0+P) )
-I
sIa_(I) - ((SIG_(_)+SIG_S:(I-1))*(TAUK(I)/ ITAU_K (I)) ** (i. 0/5.0) *RAD)/2.0
_ --- INUE
L: [ YES
I P = AL_G(SIGEK(1)/SIGERK)/SI
• N¢ L
i
SIGEP (I) = (SIGERK/( (i. O+P)* (Z (2)-ZRK)*ZRK






































UI_m(NNZ+I) ,, (UBA_/( (1. O+P) * (Z (S+l)
-ZltL) *ZRL**P) ) * (Z (M+I) **















SIGAP (NNZ+I) ,, ( (SIGARL* (TAUL (i)/TAU_L (i))
**(I.O/5.0)*RAD) / ((I.O+P)*
(z(M+I)-ZRL)*ZRL**P))*(Z
(M+I) ** (i. 0+P) -ZRL** (i. 0+P) )
P= -.9999999
I SIGAP(NNZ+I) = ((SIGAL(1)+SIGARL)*(TAUL(1)/TAU_L(1))**( .0/5.0)*RAD)/2.0
S_GAP(NNZ+I)
I I = 2,NBKD_ 210
"I
((S IGAL (I)+S IGAL (I-l)) * (TAUL (I) /









(S IGERLI ((i. O+P) * (Z (M+I) -ZRL) *
ZRL**P) )* (Z (M+I) ** (i. 0+P) -ZRL
**(I.0+P))
=I P=-.9999999 I
I SIGEP (NNZ+I) •, ((SIGEL(1)+SIGERL)*RAD)/2.0 14
v_
I D_ 220 1 " 2,NBK
I C-132
SIGEP (NNZ+I) = ((SIGEL (1)+SIGEL (I-I))*RAD)/2.0 [
I I_ 230 1 - I,NBK I
J - 1"2-1
THETA(NNZ+I) -- (THETAL(J)+THETAL(J+I))/2.0
DELTHP (NNE+I) _, (THETAL (J+I)-THETAL (J))
__NTI_.E
l_I+l l_
l D_ 240 I = 2,NBK I
DELU(NNZ+I) ,, UBARL(1)-UBARL(I-I) J
I I
I TYES I




COMPUTER OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
The sample problem refers to calculations of concentration and dosage
fields downwind from a normal launch, using meteorological input information
for the pre-cold front weather regime of 27 November 1966. A description of
the synoptic weather situation and the meteorological inputs is contained in
Appendix E, Section E. 1. Source inputs for this example are discussed in
Section E. 2, Appendix E. For convenience, these inputs are repeated here in
Table D-1. The completed program card input for this problem, as specified
in Figure A-2 of Appendix A, is shown in Figure D-1.
A partial listing of the computer output for the example problem is
given in Figure D-2. The output listing begins with the input parameters for
the first layer. Calculated values for the mean layer wind speed and wind
direction angle are then shown. These are followed by the values of the wind
shear angle in the layer, the wind speed shear, and the mean layer values of
_A and _E in radians. At this point, the program lists the dosage, peak con-
centration, and concentration at the first input receptor distance of 100 meters,
at the base of the first layer, for each radial specified in the input. For conven-
ience, the contribution of the vertical and vertical reflection terms in Equation
(3-15) in the main body of text are listed at each receptor position. Calculated
values of both the alongwind and lateral terms are also given. This output
sequence continues until the concentration and dosage at each receptor position
in each layer are specified. In Figure D-2, the sample listing is limited to the
first two distances at the base of the first layer. This sequence is followed by
a listing of the peak dosage and maximum peak concentration at the heights
specified in the input. Finally, the output listing shows the crosswind distance
from the cloud axis to input dosage and concentration isopleths. In Figure D-2,




Example Problem: Normal Launch for the Pre-Cold Front Situation,
2315 GMT, 27 November 1966
MODEL NO. 1
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EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS EMPLOYING THE MULTI-LAYER
DIFFUSION PROGRAM
This Appendix contains example calculations that illustrate the use of
the multi-layer diffusion program discussed in Section 4 for the following modes
of release of toxic fuels:
• • Normal launch
• Vehicle destruct at the surface
• Vehicle destruct aloft
• Cold surface spill
The example calculations were carried out for two meteorological
situations that occur frequently at Cape Kennedy:
A pre-cold front regime typical of wintertime
conditions
An extension of the Bermuda High into the Gulf
of Mexico typical of summertime conditions
The model layer boundaries and meteorological inputs for each situation
were defined from vertical profile measurements taken at Cape Kennedy on two
days selected as representative of these conditions under Contract NAS8-30503
(Record, et al_.,1970).
The example calculations consist principally of concentration and dosage
fields at the base of each layer. Surface deposition patterns due to gravitational
settling and precipitation scavenging were also calculated. In the example
E-1
calculation of surface depositiondue to precipitation scavenging, the layer structure
is assumedto changeat the onset of precipitation to illustrate the program's
capability for handlingchangesin layer structure.
Results of all program calculations are presented in figures showing
the concentration, dosageanddeposition fields plotted on a reference polar-
coordinate grid with the origin at the launch site. Thegrid consisted of 828
receptor positions located at 23 distancesdownwindfrom the origin on radials
at anangular separation of 10degrees. In anyspecific calculation, however,
computationtime was conservedby not requesting results for receptors that were
clearly upwind from the source. If results had beenrequested for thesepositions,
the program wouldhave automatically rejected the positions as being outside the
angular sectors of interest, but more computationtime would havebeenconsumed.
All the figures exceptthose showingdeposition due to gravitational settling and
andprecipitation scavengingand changesin layer structure were originally plotted
on the GERBER622plotter at the University of Utah.
E.1 SELECTIONOF METEOROLOGICALINPUT PARAMETERS
Thediscussion below of the synoptic maps, vertical profiles, and
meteorological inputs for the pre-cold front and Bermuda-high example cases,
is taken from Sections3.3.1 and 3.4.3, respectively, of the Final Report pre-
pared under Contract NAS8-30503(Record, et al., 1970). The required meteoro-
logical inputs for the multi-layer computer program are listed in Table 4-1 and
theprocedures followed in selecting these inputs for the examplecalculations are
summarized in Section4.2 of the present report.
E.I.I Southwesterly Flow in Advance of a Cold Front - 2315 GMT_
27 November 1966
Figures E-I, E-2 and E-3 show the synoptic-scale circula-
tion pattern and the vertical structure at Cape Kennedy during the approach of a
E-2
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major, rapidly-moving cold front. Figures E-1 and E-2 show the surface and
700-millibar maps, respectively, when the cold front was approximately 300
miles to the northwest of Cape Kennedy. Temperature and dewpoint values at
the significant levels of the 2315 GMT Cape Kennedy sounding are plotted on a
section of a USAF Modified Skew T, Log P Diagram at the left in Figure E-3.
Wind speed and direction are plotted at 1000-foot intervals at the right in Figure
E-3. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the division of the lowest 5 kilometers
into five layers for multi-layer model calculations. Layer 1 comprises the sur-
face inversion, and extends to about 900 feet. Layer 2 is approximately dry
adiabatic and extends to about 2800 feet. Layer 3 is a- isothermal layer within
which the dewpoint decreases rapidly. The top of Layer 3 is at 6000 feet where
the wind direction begins to back with height. The lapse rate between 6000 and
16,400 feet is approximately moist adiabatic and the wind speed increases steadily
with height. However, this height interval has been divided into two layers on the
basis of the wind direction shear. Table E-1 lists meteorological inputs to the
diffusion model at the surface reference height and at the five layer boundaries
obtained from the profiles in Figure E-3. The values of _A and a E given in Table
E-1 were determined by the procedures outlined in Section 4. 2 Within the surface
-4}. 14
inversion, p = 0.14 and _A and _E are assumed to vary as z . The tempera-
ture and wind speed profiles indicate a lapse rate close to the dry adiabatic in
Layer 2 and p = 0.06. According to the guidelines in Section 4.2, if Layer 2 is
0.06 0.24
unstable, _A and _E may be assumed to vary, respectively, as z- - and z .
However, Layer 2, which is the upper part of the daytime mixing layer, is becom-
ing decoupled from the surface by the developing ground-level inversion and it
would probably be equally valid either to let _E vary as z-p, or to assign minimal
values to both _A and _ at the 2800-foot boundary.
The wind direction in Layers 1 and 2 would cause a toxic
cloud generated in these layers to be transported over the ocean to the north of
Launch Complex 39 at KSC. In the calculations, it has been assumed that the
E-5
TABLE E-I

















































ground-based inversion would not be present over the water surface. Layers 1
and 2 have therefore been treated as a single layer in which the wind field is
defined by the winds at the bottom of Layer 1 and the top of Layer 2.
E.I. 2 Extension of the Bermuda High into the Gulf of Mexico -
0515 GMT r 12 May 1967
On 12 May 1967, the Bermuda High extended westward to
the Gulf of Mexico and a weak surface pressure gradient existed over Florida.
Figure E-4 shows the surface map for 0600 GMT and Figure E-5 shows the
700-millibar map for 0000 GMT on this date. The lowest 16,400 feet have been
divided into the five layers shown in Figure E-6 for use in the multi-layer
diffusion model. Layer 1 extends to the top of the weak ground-level inversion
at 850 feet. Layer 2 extends from 850 feet to the base of the subsidence inversion
at 3500 feet. Layer 3 contains the subsidence inversion and extends from 3500
to 5300 feet. The height interval from 5300 to 16, 400 feet has been divided at
10,000 feet into Layers 4 and 5 on the basis of the wind speed profile. The wind
speed decreases with height slightly between 5300 and 10,000 feet, and increases
between 10,000 and 16,400 feet.
The meteorological inputs for this example are listed in
-P in Layers 1 and 2. TheTable E-2. Both aA and a E are assumed to vary as z
p values for Layers 1 and 2 are 0.20 and 0.27, respectively.
As in the previous case, the wind trajectory in the surface
layer will transport toxic clouds generated in Layers 1 and 2 to the northeast of
Launch Complex 39. It has been assumed that the weak ground-based inversion








Surface map for 0600 GMT, 12 May 1967.
FIGURE E-5 700-rob map for 0000 GMT, 12 May 1967.
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E.2 SELECTIONOF SOURCEINPUT PARAMETERS
Sourceinputs required for the multi-layer models are specified in
Table 4-3. These inputs are clearly dependent on the type of vehicle and the
physical properties of the toxic material comprising the source. The design
features of the deflector in the base of the launch pad also affect the source
dimensions and cloud rise in the surface layer. Because of these factors and
because little information is available regarding the properties of toxic clouds
formed during normal launches and vehicle destructs, the source inputs selected
for the example calculations are somewhat arbitrary. Insofar as possible,
information available from launches of Saturn V vehicles was used in specifying
the source parameters.
E. 2.1 -QK- Source Strength
In the case of normal launches, model Equation (3-1) requires
that source strength be stated in terms of mass per unit depth of layer. For the
example problems, the emission rate of toxic material was arbitrarily set equal
to 5 x 105 grams per second. The residence time of the Saturn vehicle in each
layer was selected from Figure E-7, which shows vehicle height as a function of
elapsed time after launch as _ven by Adelfang, Ashburn, and Court (1968). The
source strength in the layer was determined through multiplication of the emission
rate by the residence time of the vehicle in the layer and division of this product
by the depth of the layer.
In examples where vehicle destruct occurs, the total amount
of toxic material assumed available for atmospheric dispersal was 108 grams.
This total mass was distributed approximately in the vertical according to the
distribution shown in Figure E-8 which is taken from Hage, Bowne, and Hilst (1965).
E-11
In using Figure E-8, the radius r of the cloud in theplane of the horizon at the
effective source height HK was arbitrarily set equal to 305meters. In the
examplecalculations where vehicle destruct occurs at the surface, the amount
of material in each layer wasdetermined directly from Figure E-8. Where
vehicle destruct occurs aloft, the source strength in the layers below the level
of destruct wasassumedequivalent to that producedby a normal launch. In the
layers betweenthe effective source height HK and the destruct height h, the
remaining material was distributecl according to the distribution shownin Figure
E-8.
In the examplesof cold spills in the surface layer the source
strength was assigneda value of 102grams per second.
E. 2.2 HK - Effective Source Height
The effective source height was calculated using Equation
(4-15) and the potential temperatures given in Tables E-1 and E-2. The value
of Q', the energy released in vehicle destruct situations, was arbitrarily set
equal to 3.5 x 107 kilocalories.
E. 2.3 .T.vK - Cloud Stabilization Time
For example cases of normal launches, the cloud stabilization
time T K was set equal to the residence time of the vehicle in the layer given by
Figure E-7. The time T K was set equal to 10 seconds in the layers affected by
vehicle destruct situations. In example cases of cold spills in the surface layer,
_K was set equal to 10 minutes.
E-12
E.2.4 __x_ayo_K}, _zo{K} - Source Dimensions
In the example calculations for normal launches, alongwind
and lateral source dimensions in the surface layer _xo{K=l}, _yo{K=l} were
based on photographs supplied by NASA of the launch of Apollo 10. The photo-
graphs show the vehicle exhaust plume in the vicinity of the launch pad taken
from a fixed camera position on the NASA 150-meter Meteorological Tower every
2 seconds. Beyond an elapsed time of about 30 seconds, the exhaust plume
cannot be distinguished from the background. Figure E-9 shows estimates of the
height of two portions of the plume issuing from the exhaust deflector and the
total width of the exhaust plume as a function of elapsed time. Inspection of
Figure E-9 shows the width of the cloud to be about 1250 meters 25 seconds after
launch; in the example cases, this is the time the vehicle leaves the first layer.
At this time, the two portions of the cloud from the exhaust deflector appear
nearly merged in the photographs. The alongwind and crosswind dimensions
were assumed equal to the width, 1250 meters, divided by 4. 3 (see Section 4.3).
In the layers aloft, the dimensions were arbitrarily decreased.
As mentioned earlier, the cloud radius at the height HK for
examples of vehicle destruct was assigned a value of 305 meters in the plane of
the horizon and the alongwind and crosswind dimensions were assumed equal to
305 meters divided by 4.3. The vertical source dimension in the layer contain-
ing HK was arbitrarily set equal to the height difference between HK and the lower
boundary of this layer divided by 2.15.
In the examples of cold spills in the surface layer, the spill
was assumed to have dimensions of 50 meters in diameter; the alongwind and
lateral dimensions were set equal to 50 meters divided by 4.3, or 11.6 meters.
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FIGTTRE E-7. Altitude or' the SATURN AS-504 \'ehich_ as n func,.lon
of flight t.imc, (after Adelfang, Ashl)_._ru, and Co,,r;., 19(3:_).
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FIGURE E-8. Assumed distribution of mass in the cloud resulting from a
vehicle destruct after Hage, K. D., N. E. Bowne, and G. R.
Hilst (1965). In the figure, HK is the effective release height
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FIGURE E-9. Increase in height and width of plume formed by launch of
Apollo 10 as a function of elapsed time. Lower curves
represent height of the two portions of the plume formed
by the deflector at the base of the launch pad.
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E. 2.5 V , f. - Settlin_ Velocity and Fraction of Material with
_ttli_g Velocity Vs
Table E-3 presents the median particle diameter of each
particle size category of an assumed distribution used for the example in Section
E. 5 of ground-level deposition due to gravitational settling. Table E-3 shows
the fraction of material assigned each particle size category and the settling
velocities for droplets or particles having these median diameters and unit
density (after Johnson, 1954).
E.3 CONCENTRATION AND DOSAGE PATTERNS FOR THE PRE-COLD
FRONT SITUATION - 2315 GMT, 27 NOVEMBER 1966
This section contains the results of the example calculations for the
various source modes for the pre-cold front regime discussed in Section E. 1.1.
E. 3.1 Normal Launch
The source and meteorological inputs for the normal launch
calculation are given in Table E-4. Figures E-10 and E-11 respectively show the
maximum ground-level concentrations and dosages downwind from the launch pad.
Figures E-12 and E-13 show the corresponding ground-level concentration and
dosage isopleths. Figures E-14 through E-19 contain the concentration and dosage
isopleths at the base of the three layers above the surface layer.
E. 3.2 Vehicle Destruct at the Surface
The source and meteorological inputs for a vehicle destruct
at the surface are given in Table E-5. Figures E-20 and E-21 respectively show
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Example Problem: Normal Launch for Pre-Cold Front Situation,
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Example Problem: Vehicle Destruct at Surface for Pre-Cold Front
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Figures E-22 and E-23 respectively show ground-level concentration and dosage
isopleths. Figures E-24 and E-25 respectively show concentration and dosage
isopleths at the base of the second layer. As expected, dosages and concentra-
tions in the second layer are much higher than those in the surface layer,
because of the buoyant rise of material.
E. 3.3 Vehicle Destruct Aloft
The source and meteorological inputs for this example are
given in Table E-6. Figures E-26 and E-27 respectively show maximum ground-
level concentrations and dosages downwind from the launch pad. Because the
vehicle destruct occurs at a height of 1350 meters, these results, as well as
those for ground-level concentration and dosage isopleths shown in Figures E-28
and E-29, are the same as those for the normal launch case. Figures E-30 and
E-31 respectively show concentration and dosage isopleths at the base of the
second layer, the layer in which the vehicle is assumed to have been destructed.
Finally, Figures E-32 and E-33 respectively show isopleths of concentration and
dosage at the base of the third layer. The effective height of the volume source
HK from the destruct is in the third layer at a height of 2593 meters.
E. 3.4 Cold Spill in the Surface Layer
The source and meteorological inputs for this example are
given in Table E-7. Figure E-34 shows ground-level concentration isopleths for


















































































































Example Problem: Vehicle Destruct Aloft for Pre-Cold Front
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Cold Spill in the Surface Layer for Pre-Cold Front
Situation, 2315 GMT, 27 November 1966
MODEL NO. 3
















































































E. 4 CONCENTRATION AND DOSAGE PATTERNS FOR THE SUMMERTIME
BERMUDA HIGH SITUATION - 0515 GMT, 12 MAY 1967
This section contains the results of the example calculations for the
various source modes for the summertime Bermuda High regime discussed in
Section E. 1.2.
E. 4. 1 Normal Launch
The source and meteorological inputs for the normal launch
calculations are given in Table E-8. Figures E-35 and E-36 respectively show
the maximum ground-level concentrations and dosages downwind from the launch
pad. Figures E-37 and E-38 show ground-level concentration and dosage isopleths.
Concentration and dosage isopleths at the bases of the three layers above the
surface layer are shown in Figures E-39 through E--44.
E. 4.2 Vehicle Destruct at the Surface
The source and meteorological inputs for the surface vehicle
destruct example are given in Table E-9. Figures E-45 and E-46 respectively
show the maximum ground-level concentrations and dosages downwind from the
launch pad. Isopleths of ground-level concentration and dosage, respectively,
are shown in Figures E-47 and E-48. Figures E-49 and E-50 show concentration
and dosage isopleths at the base of the second layer. Since the bulk of the material
released in the surface destruct ascended to the second layer due to buoyancy, the
concentrations and dosages in the second layer are much higher than at the surface.
E. 4.3 Vehicle Destruct Aloft
The source and meteorological inputs for the vehicle destruct




ExampleProblem: Normal Launch for Summertime Bermuda
High Situation, 0515 GMT, 12 May 1967
MODEL NO. 1
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Example Problem: Vehicle Destruct at Surface for Summertime
Bermuda High Situation, 0515 GMT, 12 May 1967
MODEL NO: 1 (Layer 1), 3 (Layer 2)
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ExampleProblem: Vehicle Destruct Aloft for Summertime
Bermuda High Situation, 0515GMT,
12 May 1967
MODEL NO. 1 (Layer 1), 1 (Layer 2), 3 (Layer 3)
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FIGURE E-41. Concentration isopleths in grams per cubic meter at a


























FIGURE E--42. Dosage isopleths in grams seconds per cubic meter at a heighl
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FIGURE E--44. Dosage isopleths in grams seconds per cubic meter at a height
of 3048 meters for a normal launch, 0515 GMT, 12 May 1967.
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FIGURE E-49. Concentration isopleths in grams per cubic meter at a height













FIGURE E-50. Dosage isopleths i_ grams seconds per cubic meter at a
height of 1067 meters for a vehicle destruct on the pad,
0515 GMT, 12 May 1967.
E-75
and dosages are shown, respectively, in Figures E-51 and E-52. Figures E-53
and E-54 respectively show ground-level isopleths of concentration and dosage.
The curves in Figures E-51 through E-54 are similar to the corresponding curves
in Figures E-35 through E-38, because only the normal launch mode contributed
to the toxic fuel hazard in the surface layer. Figures E-55 and E-56 respectively
show concentration and dosage isopleths at the base of the second layer. Concen-
tration and dosage isopleths at the base of the third layer are shown in Figures
E-57 and E-58.
E. 4.4 Cold Spill in the Surface Layer
The source and meteorological inputs for the surface cold
spill are given in Table E-11. Ground-level concentration isopleths for the
spill at the surface are shown in Figure E-59.
E.5 EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF GROUND-LEVEL DEPOSITION DUE TO
GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING
The computer program for the multi-layer diffusion model was used to
estimate the ground-level deposition pattern due to gravitational settling for a
normal launch assumed to occur at 2315 GMT on 27 November 1966. The particle
size distribution of material released as exhaust products and the settling velocities
for various particle-size categories are given in Table E-3. The remaining source
parameters and the meteorological parameters used in the example problem are
given in Table E-12.
The calculated isopleths of ground-level deposition are given in Figure
E-60. inspection of Figure E-60 shows the isopleths are spread through a 180-
degree sector north of the launch site, with the major ground-level deposition
occurring along an east-northeast axis after the first 15 kilometers of cloud travel.
E-76
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FIGURE E-55. Concentration _opleths in grams per cubic meter at a height


































































FIGURE E-57. Concentration isopleths in grams per cubic meter at a height





















FIGURE E-58. Dosage isopleths in grams seconds per cubic meter at a
height of 1615 meters for a vehicle destruct at 1350 meters,




Example Problem: Surface Cold Spill for Summertime Bermuda





































































































Example Problem: Deposition by Gravitational Settlingfor Pre-Cold


































































































































































This orientation of the axis of maximum deposition is due to the veering of the
azimuth wind direction from south-southeast to west-southwest between the sur-
face and higher layers. Thus, material emitted in the higher layers is trans-
ported by the wind in those layers to the east-northeast and is deposited at long
downwind distances. Material emitted in the surface layers is deposited nearer
the source along a more north-northwesterly axis.
E.6 EXAMPLE OF A CHANGE IN LAYER STRUCTURE AND DEPOSITION
DUE TO PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING
This example illustrates the use of the computer program for the
multi-layer diffusion model to calculate ground-level deposition due to precipita-
tion scavenging after a change in layer structure occurs. The time of change in
layer structure t* is set equal to 3000 seconds after launch. The meteorological
and source inputs for the calculation of the concentration and dosage fields prior
to the change in layer structure are given in Table E-4.
At time t*, the wind direction near the surface becomes southwesterly
and the lowest two layers are combined in a single layer as a cold front approaches
Kennedy Space Center. Also, at the same time as the change in layer structure
occurs, rain is assumed to begin falling through the new layer in the general area
surrounding Kennedy Space Center. The turbulence structure in Layer 3 (Table
E-4) is also changed and clouds are assumed to have formed in the layer, the
source and meteorological inputs, reflecting the above changes in layer structure,
that must be supplied to the computer program are given in Table E-13. With the
exception of _'K' the source parameters for the calculation of concentration,
dosage, and deposition due to precipitation scavenging under the new structure
regime are calculated internally in the program. In the new surface layer (Layer
1 in Table E-13), r K has been assigned the average of the values of rK in Layers
1 and 2 in I'able E-4. In the new Layer 2 (Table E-13), the value of rK is the




Example Problem: Deposition by Precipitation Scavenging with Change in
Layer Structure for Pre-Cold Front Situation,
2315 GMT, 27 November 1966
MODEL NO. 5, 6
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Ground-level dosage isopleths calculated by the program are shown in
Figure E-61. The isopleth pattern reflects the change in wind direction in the
surface layer from southerly to southwesterly. Figure E-62 shows ground-level
• deposition isopleths due to precipitation scavenging. The lobe of the pattern at
distances between 20 and 40 kilometers east of the source is due to washout of
material contained in the second layer prior to the change in layer structure.
The isopleth for 10 -1 grams per square meter indicates the approximate location,













































































NOMOGRAMS FOR CALCULATING _A' ¢E AND p
AND EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
F. 1 NOMOGRAMS FOR CALCULATING _A' _E ANDp
Three nomograms for calculating the meteorological inputs _E' _A and
p to the multi-layer diffusion model from values of _A and _E at a reference height
and from wind speeds at layer boundaries are presented in Figures F-1 through F-3.
Figure F-1 is used to calculate ratios or products.




Z (upper) } p
Z (lower)
Figure F-3 is used for the calculation of ¢E under unstable thermal strat-




The use of these nomograms is illustrated below by calculating model input
values for Layers 1 and 2 of the example case described in Section E. 1. 1 for 27 Novem-
ber 1966, 2315 GMT.
F. 2 EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
F.2.1 Selection of Nomo_ram Ir_uts
The wind speed at the reference height of 18 meters is interpolated
F-1
from a log-log plot of the radiosonde data as 8.4 knots. Figure 4-4 shows that the
sounding was taken about 45 minutes after transition time, and slightly stable
conditions are postulated near the ground. The temperature profile indicates an
adiabatic lapse rate between 870 and 2,800 feet (Layer 2) and that a surface
inversion is being established below 870 feet (Layer 1). It is postulated that verti-
ca] mixing is still taking place in Layer 2. For a wind speed of 8.4 knots (4.3
meters per second) and slight stability (AT _ 0.4C), Figures 4-2 and 4-3 give
values of about 8 and 4.5 degrees, respectively, for aA and aE at the reference
height of 18 meters. Wind speeds at 870 and 2,800 feet are 12 and 13 knots, respective-
ly. According to the relationships given in Section 4.2, aA and _E are assumed to
vary as Z -p within Layer 1. For illustrative purposes it is assumed that aE varies
as Z 0.3 -p within Layer 2, although Layer 2 is in the process of becoming decoupled
from the surface as the surface temperature inversion in Layer 1 develops.
F. 2.2 Use of the Nomo_rams
The use of the nomograms to determine model inputs is illus-
trated by Figures F-4, F-5, and F-6. Figure F-4 uses the wind speeds at 59 feet
08 meters) and 870 feet to calculate aA= 5.6 degrees and aE = 3.2 degrees at 870
feet from the reference values at 18 meters. Figure F-5 uses the wind speed and
height ratios at the upper and lower boundaries of Layer 2 to calculate p for the
layer. Figure F-6 uses the value of p determined for Layer 2, the height ratio of
the boundaries, and the value of crE at the lower boundary to calculate aE at the upper
boundary.
In Figures F-4 through F-6, the number in parentheses is the
height in feet to which the quantity refers. The symbol U refers to the wind speed.
The symbol R denotes one of the ratio scales shown as ordinates in Figures F-2 and






= ratio of wind speeds
= ratio of standard deviations of elevation





















































































crA (59) = 8
o"E (59) = 4. 5
FIGURE F-4.
crA (870) = 5. 6 4
_E (870) = 3.2










era (59) = 8 GA (870)=5" 6
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Use of Figure F-1 to calculate crA and crE from the wind speed





















































aE (2800) = R_E (870) =:(1.32) (3.2) =4.2
o_
FIGURE F-6. Use of Figure F-3 to calculate when is assumed
to vary as Z 0.3-p. _E _E
F-9
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